
(B) a statement explaining the reasons the approval of a 
disinterested majority of the board could not be obtained; [affirmative 
vote of at least a majority of disinterested directors on the board could 
not be obtained;] 

(6) copies of appropriate supporting documentation, in-
cluding analysis of comparable terms and rates for the real or personal 
property to be sold or leased; 

(7) in the case of a lease agreement, evidence demonstrat-
ing that the trust company will account for the lease in accordance with 
Financial Accounting Standards Board Accounting Standards Codifi-
cation Topic 842, Leases; and [FASB ASC Topic 840, Leases; and] 

(8) other information which the banking commissioner 
may request. 

(e) Records. A trust company shall maintain the originals of 
all sale or lease agreements with an officer, director, manager, man-
aging participant, principal shareholder, or principal participant of the 
trust company, or an affiliate, which documents must be made avail-
able at all times to the Texas Department of Banking for examination 
and review. For purposes of this subsection, required documentation 
need not be retained beyond three years after the expiration of the sale 
or lease agreement to which the documentation pertains. 

(f) Exemption. Subsection (d) of this section does not apply 
to a legally binding, written lease entered into by a trust company prior 
to June 16, 1991, until such lease is renewed or extended beyond its 
original term. 

The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-
posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority 
to adopt. 

Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 27, 2022. 
TRD-202202401 
Catherine Reyer 
General Counsel 
Texas Department of Banking 
Earliest possible date of adoption: August 7, 2022 
For further information, please call: (512) 475-1301 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

PART 5. OFFICE OF CONSUMER 
CREDIT COMMISSIONER 

CHAPTER 85. PAWNSHOPS AND CRAFTED 
PRECIOUS METAL DEALERS 
The Finance Commission of Texas (commission) proposes 
amendments to §85.202 (relating to Filing of New Application), 
§85.301 (relating to Filing of New Application), §85.420 (relating 
to Purchase Transactions), §85.421 (relating to Consumer In-
formation), §85.422 (relating to Unclaimed Funds), and §85.601 
(relating to Denial, Suspension, or Revocation Based on Crim-
inal History), in 7 TAC, Chapter 85, Subchapter A, concerning 
Rules of Operation for Pawnshops. 
The rules in 7 TAC Chapter 85, Subchapter A govern pawn-
shops. In general, the purpose of the proposed rule changes 
to 7 TAC Chapter 85, Subchapter A is to implement changes 
resulting from the commission's review of the subchapter un-
der Texas Government Code, §2001.039. In March 2022, the 
OCCC issued an advance notice of rule review, seeking informal 
feedback on the rule review. The OCCC received one informal 

comment on the advance notice. Notice of the review of 7 TAC 
Chapter 85, Subchapter A was published in the Texas Register 
on April 1, 2022 (47 TexReg 1701). The commission did not re-
ceive any official comments in response to the notice published 
in the Texas Register. 

The OCCC distributed an early precomment draft of proposed 
changes to interested stakeholders for review, and then held a 
stakeholder meeting and webinar regarding the rule changes. 
The OCCC did not receive any informal precomments on the 
rule text draft. 
Proposed amendments to §85.202 would update requirements 
for filing a new pawnshop license application. Currently, 
§85.202(a)(1)(A)(ii) requires a pawnshop license application to 
identify a "responsible person" who is responsible for day-to-day 
operations at one or more locations, and must be an individual 
with an ownership interest, a licensed pawnshop employee, or 
an applicant for a pawnshop employee license. The commission 
and the OCCC believe that it is unnecessary to require pawn-
shops to identify an owner or licensed pawnshop employee as 
a responsible person. Pawnshops are required to separately 
identify owners and principal parties under §85.202(a)(1)(B), 
and licensing of pawnshop employees is now optional under 
Texas Finance Code, §371.101 (as amended by HB 1442 in 
2019). The proposal would replace the "responsible person" 
requirement in §85.202(a)(1)(A)(ii) with a requirement to list 
a "compliance officer," who must be an individual responsible 
for overseeing compliance, and must be authorized to receive 
and respond to communications from the OCCC. The amend-
ment would enable pawnshops to identify an individual who 
can be contacted on a company-wide basis. The amendment 
is intended to ensure that each pawnshop lists an individual 
who can be contacted about compliance issues. In addition, 
a proposed amendment to §85.202(a)(2)(A)(v) would remove 
language suggesting that pawnshop license applicants send 
fingerprints directly to the OCCC. Currently, license applicants 
submit fingerprints through a party approved by the Texas 
Department of Public Safety. 
A proposed amendment to §85.301 would remove language in 
§85.301(2)(B) suggesting that pawnshop employee license ap-
plicants send fingerprints directly to the OCCC. This is similar 
to the proposed change to §85.202(a)(2)(A)(v) described in the 
previous paragraph. 
A proposed amendment to §85.420 would require pawnshops 
to maintain copies of certain agreements with local law enforce-
ment. Under Texas Finance Code, §371.182, the OCCC may 
designate a reasonable hold period during which a pawnshop 
may not sell goods acquired and offered for sale. Currently, 
§85.420(b) provides a general hold period of 20 days, but allows 
a reduced hold period if the pawnshop enters a written agree-
ment with local law enforcement for a reduced period. A pro-
posed amendment to §85.420(b)(2) would add language speci-
fying that if a pawnshop holds purchased items for less than 20 
days under an agreement with local law enforcement, then the 
pawnshop must maintain a copy of the agreement that autho-
rizes the reduced hold period. This amendment is intended to 
help ensure that OCCC can verify compliance with the require-
ments for holding purchased items. 
Proposed amendments to §85.421 would update requirements 
for providing information to consumers. Under Texas Finance 
Code, §371.183, the commission may adopt rules requiring 
pawnshops to display materials provided by the OCCC that are 
designed to: (1) inform a consumer of the duties, rights, and 
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responsibilities of parties to a pawn transaction; and (2) inform 
and assist a robbery, burglary, or theft victim. To implement this 
requirement, the OCCC has prepared a consumer brochure 
titled "Pawn Facts," which is available on the OCCC's website 
and may be ordered by pawnshops. Currently, §85.421(a) 
states that the OCCC will provide each pawnshop a display and 
printed materials that must be placed in a location clearly visible 
to the consumer, and requires the pawnshop to refill the display. 
A proposed amendment to §85.421(a) would remove language 
suggesting that the OCCC will provide each pawnshop with 
a display and printed materials at the time of initial licensing. 
The amended language would still provide that pawnshops may 
request copies from the OCCC, or may print copies from the 
OCCC’s website. This amendment would maintain flexibility 
for pawnshops while reducing the cost for the OCCC to send 
printed materials and displays. The commission and the OCCC 
invite comments from stakeholders on the feasibility of using 
other methods to disclose this information (e.g., in-store dis-
plays, website links) while also ensuring that each consumer 
can view the information. 
Proposed amendments to §85.422 would make technical 
changes relating to the escheat of unclaimed funds. Amended 
text in §85.422(3) would reflect that unclaimed funds are submit-
ted to the Unclaimed Property Division of the Texas Comptroller 
of Public Accounts. Another proposed amendment would add a 
reference to Texas Property Code, §74.301, in order to provide 
a more complete statutory reference for the requirement to pay 
unclaimed funds to the state after three years. 
Proposed amendments to §85.601 relate to the OCCC's review 
of the criminal history of a pawnshop applicant or licensee. The 
OCCC is authorized to review criminal history of pawnshop 
applicants and licensees (as well as pawnshop employee appli-
cants and licensees) under Texas Occupations Code, Chapter 
53; Texas Finance Code, §14.151; and Texas Government 
Code, §411.095. The proposed amendments to §85.601 would 
ensure consistency with HB 1342, which the Texas Legislature 
enacted in 2019. HB 1342 included the following changes in 
Texas Occupations Code, Chapter 53: (1) the bill repealed a 
provision that generally allowed denial, suspension, or revoca-
tion for any offense occurring in the five years preceding the 
application, (2) the bill added provisions requiring an agency 
to consider correlation between elements of a crime and the 
duties and responsibilities of the licensed occupation, as well as 
compliance with conditions of community supervision, parole, 
or mandatory supervision, and (3) the bill removed previous lan-
guage specifying who could provide a letter of recommendation 
on behalf of an applicant. Proposed amendments throughout 
subsections (c) and (f) of §85.601 would implement these 
statutory changes from HB 1342. Other proposed amendments 
to §85.601 include technical corrections, clarifying changes, 
and updates to citations. 
Mirand Diamond, Director of Licensing and Finance, has de-
termined that for the first five-year period the proposed rule 
changes are in effect, there will be fiscal implications for state 
government as a result of administering the rules. The OCCC 
estimates that its costs will be reduced by approximately $2,200 
per year if the proposed amendments to §85.421 are adopted. 
This estimate is based on the reduced cost of ordering printed 
consumer brochures. The OCCC does not anticipate any 
change in costs to the state resulting from the proposed amend-
ments to rule sections other than §85.421. The OCCC does not 
anticipate any change in revenue to the state as a result of ad-
ministering the rules. The OCCC does not anticipate any fiscal 

implications for local government as a result of administering 
the rules. 
Huffman Lewis, Director of Consumer Protection, has deter-
mined that for each year of the first five years the proposed 
amendments are in effect, the public benefits anticipated as a 
result of the changes will be that the commission's rules will be 
more easily understood by licensees required to comply with 
the rules, will be consistent with legislation recently passed by 
the legislature, and will provide additional flexibility to licensees 
in providing license contact information. 
The OCCC does not anticipate economic costs to persons who 
are required to comply with the rule changes as proposed. 
The OCCC is not aware of any adverse economic effect on small 
businesses, micro-businesses, or rural communities resulting 
from this proposal. But in order to obtain more complete informa-
tion concerning the economic effect of these rule changes, the 
OCCC invites comments from interested stakeholders and the 
public on any economic impacts on small businesses, as well 
as any alternative methods of achieving the purpose of the pro-
posal while minimizing adverse impacts on small businesses, 
micro-businesses, and rural communities. 
During the first five years the proposed rule changes will be in ef-
fect, the rules will not create or eliminate a government program. 
Implementation of the rule changes will not require the creation 
of new employee positions or the elimination of existing em-
ployee positions. Implementation of the rule changes will not re-
quire an increase or decrease in future legislative appropriations 
to the OCCC, because the OCCC is a self-directed, semi-inde-
pendent agency that does not receive legislative appropriations. 
The proposal does not require an increase or decrease in fees 
paid to the OCCC. The proposal would not create a new regu-
lation. The proposal would expand current §85.420 by requir-
ing pawnshops to maintain certain agreements with local law 
enforcement. The proposal would limit current §85.202 by re-
moving restrictions relating to designating a responsible person; 
would limit current §85.421 by removing language on providing 
printed materials; and would limit current §85.601 by amending 
grounds on which the OCCC may deny, suspend, or revoke a 
license on grounds of criminal history. The proposal would not 
repeal an existing regulation. The proposed rule changes do not 
increase or decrease the number of individuals subject to the 
rule's applicability. The agency does not anticipate that the pro-
posed rule changes will have an effect on the state's economy. 
Comments on the proposal may be submitted in writing to 
Matthew Nance, Deputy General Counsel, Office of Consumer 
Credit Commissioner, 2601 North Lamar Boulevard, Austin, 
Texas 78705 or by email to rule.comments@occc.texas.gov. 
To be considered, a written comment must be received on or 
before the 30th day after the date the proposal is published 
in the Texas Register. After the 30th day after the proposal is 
published in the Texas Register, no further written comments 
will be considered or accepted by the commission. 
SUBCHAPTER A. RULES OF OPERATION 
FOR PAWNSHOPS 
DIVISION 2. PAWNSHOP LICENSE 
7 TAC §85.202 

The rule amendments are proposed under Texas Finance Code, 
§371.006, which authorizes the commission to adopt rules to en-
force Texas Finance Code, Chapter 371 (the Texas Pawnshop 
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Act). The amendments to §85.421 are proposed under Texas 
Finance Code, §371.183, which authorizes the commission to 
adopt rules requiring a pawnshop to display consumer materi-
als. In addition, Texas Finance Code, §11.304 authorizes the 
Finance Commission to adopt rules necessary to supervise the 
OCCC and ensure compliance with Texas Finance Code, Title 4. 
The statutory provisions affected by the proposal are contained 
in Texas Finance Code, Chapter 371. 
§85.202. Filing of New Application. 

(a) An application for issuance of a new pawnshop license 
must be submitted in a format prescribed by the OCCC at the date of 
filing and in accordance with the OCCC's instructions. The OCCC may 
accept the use of prescribed alternative formats in order to accept ap-
proved electronic submissions. Appropriate fees must be filed with the 
application, and the application must include the following: 

(1) Required application information. All questions must 
be answered. 

(A) Application for license. 

(i) Location. A physical street address must be listed 
for the proposed location for which the applicant can show proof of 
ownership or an executed lease agreement. A post office box or a mail 
box location at a private mail-receiving service may not be used except 
for a physical location that does not receive general mail delivery. An 
application for a new license is not permitted if the address or the full 
legal property description has not yet been determined or the applica-
tion is for an inactive license. 

(ii) Compliance officer. The application must list a 
compliance officer. The compliance officer must be an individual re-
sponsible for overseeing compliance, and must be authorized to receive 
and respond to communications from the OCCC. [Responsible person. 
The person responsible for the day-to-day operations of one or more 
of the applicant's proposed locations must be named. The responsible 
person is also known as the location contact. This person must be:] 

[(I) an individual who has an ownership interest 
in the pawnshop license and is named on the application;] 

[(II) a licensed pawnshop employee identified by 
license number; or] 

[(III) an applicant for a pawnshop employee li-
cense with the date of application.] 

(iii) Signature. Electronic signatures will be ac-
cepted in a manner approved by the commissioner. Each applicant 
must have the application signed by an authorized individual. 

(B) - (J) (No change.) 

(2) Other required filings. 

(A) Fingerprints. 

(i) For all persons meeting the definition of "princi-
pal party" as defined in §85.102 of this title, a complete set of legible 
fingerprints must be provided. All fingerprints should be submitted in 
a format prescribed by the OCCC and approved by the Texas Depart-
ment of Public Safety and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

(ii) For limited partnerships, if the owners and prin-
cipal parties under paragraph (1)(B)(iii)(I) of this subsection does not 
produce a natural person, the applicant must provide a complete set of 
legible fingerprints for individuals who are associated with the general 
partner as principal parties. 

(iii) For entities with complex ownership structures 
that result in the identification of individuals to be fingerprinted who 
do not have a substantial relationship to the proposed applicant, the 
applicant may submit a request to fingerprint three officers or similar 
employees with significant involvement in the proposed business. The 
request should describe the relationship and significant involvement of 
the individuals in the proposed business. The agency may approve the 
request, seek alternative appropriate individuals, or deny the request. 

(iv) For individuals who have previously been 
licensed by the OCCC and principal parties of entities currently 
licensed, fingerprints are generally not required if the fingerprints 
are on record with the OCCC, are less than 10 years old, and have 
been processed by both the Texas Department of Public Safety and 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Upon request, individuals and 
principal parties previously licensed by the OCCC may be required to 
submit a new set of fingerprints. 

(v) For individuals who have previously submitted 
fingerprints to another state agency (e.g., Texas Department of Savings 
and Mortgage Lending), fingerprints are still required to be submit-
ted under [to the OCCC, as per] Texas Finance Code, §14.152. Fin-
gerprints cannot be disclosed to others, except as authorized by Texas 
Government Code, §560.002. 

(B) - (I) (No change.) 

(b) - (c) (No change.) 

The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-
posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority 
to adopt. 

Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 24, 2022. 
TRD-202202358 
Matthew Nance 
Deputy General Counsel 
Office of Consumer Credit Commissioner 
Earliest possible date of adoption: August 7, 2022 
For further information, please call: (512) 936-7660 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

DIVISION 3. PAWNSHOP EMPLOYEE 
LICENSE 
7 TAC §85.301 

The rule amendments are proposed under Texas Finance Code, 
§371.006, which authorizes the commission to adopt rules to en-
force Texas Finance Code, Chapter 371 (the Texas Pawnshop 
Act). The amendments to §85.421 are proposed under Texas 
Finance Code, §371.183, which authorizes the commission to 
adopt rules requiring a pawnshop to display consumer materi-
als. In addition, Texas Finance Code, §11.304 authorizes the 
Finance Commission to adopt rules necessary to supervise the 
OCCC and ensure compliance with Texas Finance Code, Title 4. 
The statutory provisions affected by the proposal are contained 
in Texas Finance Code, Chapter 371. 
§85.301. Filing of New Application. 

An application for issuance of a new pawnshop employee license must 
be submitted in a format prescribed by the OCCC at the date of filing 
and in accordance with the OCCC's instructions. All questions must be 
answered. Appropriate fees must be filed with the application, and the 
application must include the following: 
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(1) (No change.) 

(2) Fingerprints. 

(A) A complete set of legible fingerprints must be pro-
vided for each applicant. An individual who has previously been li-
censed by the OCCC is generally not required to provide fingerprints. 
The commissioner may require fingerprints of an employee if the com-
missioner believes that the individual has not been fingerprinted for a 
significant amount of time and believes a new set of fingerprints might 
provide additional information about the individual's criminal back-
ground. All fingerprints should be submitted in a format prescribed by 
the OCCC and approved by the Texas Department of Public Safety and 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

(B) For individuals who have previously submitted fin-
gerprints to another state agency (e.g., Texas Department of Licensing 
and Regulation), fingerprints are still required to be submitted under 
[to the OCCC, as per] Texas Finance Code, §14.152. Fingerprints can-
not be disclosed to others, except as authorized by Texas Government 
Code, §560.002. 

The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-
posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority 
to adopt. 

Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 24, 2022. 
TRD-202202359 
Matthew Nance 
Deputy General Counsel 
Office of Consumer Credit Commissioner 
Earliest possible date of adoption: August 7, 2022 
For further information, please call: (512) 936-7660 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

DIVISION 4. OPERATION OF PAWNSHOPS 
7 TAC §§85.420 - 85.422 

The rule amendments are proposed under Texas Finance Code, 
§371.006, which authorizes the commission to adopt rules to en-
force Texas Finance Code, Chapter 371 (the Texas Pawnshop 
Act). The amendments to §85.421 are proposed under Texas 
Finance Code, §371.183, which authorizes the commission to 
adopt rules requiring a pawnshop to display consumer materi-
als. In addition, Texas Finance Code, §11.304 authorizes the 
Finance Commission to adopt rules necessary to supervise the 
OCCC and ensure compliance with Texas Finance Code, Title 4. 
The statutory provisions affected by the proposal are contained 
in Texas Finance Code, Chapter 371. 
§85.420. Purchase Transactions. 

(a) (No change.) 

(b) Hold period. 

(1) Each item of personal property purchased from the gen-
eral public must be held at the licensed pawnshop location from the 
purchase date before being modified, changed, sold, or disposed of in 
any manner for a period of: 

(A) at least 20 days; or 

(B) a period of less than 20 days if a local jurisdiction 
has enacted an ordinance that specifies the hold period. 

(2) A reduced hold period of less than 20 days may be 
agreed upon by the pawnbroker and the law enforcement agency if the 

pawn and purchase ticket information is exchanged electronically. The 
agreement for a reduced hold period must not conflict with any local 
ordinance and must be submitted to the commissioner in writing by and 
through the chief local law enforcement officer for the jurisdiction. If a 
pawnshop holds personal property for less than 20 days under an agree-
ment with local law enforcement, then the pawnshop must maintain a 
copy of the agreement, and must provide a copy of the agreement to 
the OCCC upon request. 

§85.421. Consumer Information. 

(a) Consumer education. Each pawnshop must provide finan-
cial education information as prescribed by the OCCC. The pawnshop 
must place the information in a location clearly visible to the consumer. 
To comply with this requirement, the pawnshop may request copies of 
brochures from the OCCC, or print copies of brochures available on 
the OCCC's website. [The OCCC will provide each pawnshop, at the 
time of initial licensing, a display and printed materials that must be 
placed in a location clearly visible to the consumer from the register. 
The pawnshop must refill the display as necessary by requesting addi-
tional copies from the OCCC, or by printing additional copies of the 
consumer brochures available on the OCCC's website.] 

(b) (No change.) 

§85.422. Unclaimed Funds. 

An amount due a pledgor unclaimed for one year must be transferred to 
an escheat suspense account. Reference to the transfer must be made 
on the printed copy in the numerical pawn ticket file. 

(1) Proof of attempt to pay refund. Evidence of a bona fide 
attempt to pay a refund to a pledgor must be maintained in a file read-
ily available for examination. The minimum acceptable evidence is a 
registered or certified letter addressed to the last known address of the 
pledgor. The file must include any information that indicates the pled-
gor's whereabouts are unknown, the pledgor has left the community, or 
has died leaving no wills or heirs. 

(2) Use of unclaimed funds. Use of unclaimed funds within 
the business until such time as paid to the pledgor, the estate of the 
pledgor, or to the State of Texas is not prohibited; however, funds trans-
ferred to the escheat account must not be commingled with the funds 
of the business. 

(3) Payment of unclaimed funds. At the end of three years, 
the unclaimed funds must be paid to the State of Texas Comptroller of 
Public Accounts, Unclaimed Property [Treasury] Division, as required 
by Texas Property Code, §72.101 and §74.301. 

The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-
posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority 
to adopt. 

Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 24, 2022. 
TRD-202202360 
Matthew Nance 
Deputy General Counsel 
Office of Consumer Credit Commissioner 
Earliest possible date of adoption: August 7, 2022 
For further information, please call: (512) 936-7660 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

DIVISION 6. LICENSE REVOCATION, 
SUSPENSION, AND SURRENDER 
7 TAC §85.601 
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The rule amendments are proposed under Texas Finance Code, 
§371.006, which authorizes the commission to adopt rules to en-
force Texas Finance Code, Chapter 371 (the Texas Pawnshop 
Act). The amendments to §85.421 are proposed under Texas 
Finance Code, §371.183, which authorizes the commission to 
adopt rules requiring a pawnshop to display consumer materi-
als. In addition, Texas Finance Code, §11.304 authorizes the 
Finance Commission to adopt rules necessary to supervise the 
OCCC and ensure compliance with Texas Finance Code, Title 4. 
The statutory provisions affected by the proposal are contained 
in Texas Finance Code, Chapter 371. 
§85.601. Denial, Suspension, or Revocation Based on Criminal His-
tory. 

(a) Criminal history record information. After an applicant for 
a pawnshop license or pawnshop employee license submits a complete 
license application, including all required fingerprints, and pays the 
fees required by §85.211 of this title (relating to Fees) or §85.306 of 
this title (relating to Fees), the OCCC will investigate the applicant and 
any principal parties. The OCCC will obtain criminal history record in-
formation from the Texas Department of Public Safety and the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation based on the applicant's fingerprint submission. 
The OCCC will continue to receive information on new criminal activ-
ity reported after the fingerprints have been initially processed. 

(b) Disclosure of criminal history. The applicant must disclose 
all criminal history information required to file a complete application 
with the OCCC. Failure to provide any information required as part 
of the application or requested by the OCCC reflects negatively on the 
belief that the business will be operated lawfully and fairly. The OCCC 
may request additional criminal history information from the applicant, 
including the following: 

(1) information about arrests, charges, indictments, and 
convictions of the applicant and any principal parties; 

(2) reliable documents or testimony necessary to make a 
determination under subsection (c) of this section, including letters of 
recommendation from prosecution, law enforcement, and correctional 
authorities; 

(3) proof that the applicant has maintained a record of 
steady employment, has supported the applicant's dependents, and has 
otherwise maintained a record of good conduct; and 

(4) proof that all outstanding court costs, supervision fees, 
fines, and restitution as may have been ordered have been paid or are 
current. 

(c) Crimes directly related to licensed occupation. The OCCC 
may deny a license application, or suspend or revoke a pawnshop li-
cense or pawnshop employee license, if the applicant or licensee has 
been convicted of an offense that directly relates to the duties and re-
sponsibilities of a licensee under Texas Finance Code, Chapter 371, as 
provided by Texas Occupations Code, §53.021(a)(1). 

(1) Being a pawnbroker or pawnshop employee involves or 
may involve representations to borrowers and sellers, receiving money 
from borrowers, collecting due amounts in a legal manner, maintenance 
of accounts to make loans and replace lost or damaged goods, and com-
pliance with reporting requirements to governmental agencies relating 
to certain transactions including firearms. Consequently, the following 
crimes are directly related to the duties and responsibilities of a licensee 
and may be grounds for denial, suspension, or revocation: 

(A) theft (including receiving or concealing stolen 
property); 

(B) assault; 

(C) any offense that involves misrepresentation, decep-
tive practices, or making a false or misleading statement (including 
fraud or forgery); 

(D) any offense that involves breach of trust or other 
fiduciary duty; 

(E) any criminal violation of a statute governing credit 
transactions or debt collection; 

(F) failure to file a government report, filing a false gov-
ernment report, or tampering with a government record; 

(G) any greater offense that includes an offense de-
scribed in subparagraphs (A) - (F) of this paragraph as a lesser included 
offense; 

(H) any offense that involves intent, attempt, aiding, so-
licitation, or conspiracy to commit an offense described in subpara-
graphs (A) - (G) of this paragraph. 

(2) In determining whether a criminal offense directly re-
lates to the duties and responsibilities of holding a license, the OCCC 
will consider the following factors, as specified in Texas Occupations 
Code, §53.022: 

(A) the nature and seriousness of the crime; 

(B) the relationship of the crime to the purposes for re-
quiring a license to engage in the occupation; 

(C) the extent to which a license might offer an oppor-
tunity to engage in further criminal activity of the same type as that in 
which the person previously had been involved; [and] 

(D) the relationship of the crime to the ability or[,] ca-
pacity[, or fitness] required to perform the duties and discharge the re-
sponsibilities of a licensee; and[.] 

(E) any correlation between the elements of the crime 
and the duties and responsibilities of the licensed occupation. 

(3) In determining whether a conviction for a crime renders 
an applicant or a licensee unfit to be a licensee, the OCCC will consider 
the following factors, as specified in Texas Occupations Code, §53.023: 

(A) the extent and nature of the person's past criminal 
activity; 

(B) the age of the person when the crime was commit-
ted; 

(C) the amount of time that has elapsed since the per-
son's last criminal activity; 

(D) the conduct and work activity of the person before 
and after the criminal activity; 

(E) evidence of the person's rehabilitation or rehabilita-
tive effort while incarcerated or after release, or following the criminal 
activity if no time was served; [and] 

(F) evidence of the person's compliance with any con-
ditions of community supervision, parole, or mandatory supervision; 
and 

(G) [(F)] evidence of the person's current circumstances 
relating to fitness to hold a license, which may include letters of rec-
ommendation. [from one or more of the following:] 

[(i) prosecution, law enforcement, and correctional 
officers who prosecuted, arrested, or had custodial responsibility for 
the person;] 
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[(ii) the sheriff or chief of police in the community 
where the person resides; and] 

[(iii) other persons in contact with the convicted per-
son.] 

(d) Crimes related to character and fitness. 

(1) The OCCC may deny a pawnshop license application if 
the applicant does not show that the business will be operated lawfully 
and fairly, or if the applicant does not show that the applicant or the 
applicant's owners have the financial responsibility, experience, char-
acter, and general fitness to command the confidence of the public, as 
provided by Texas Finance Code, §371.052(a). 

(2) The OCCC may deny a pawnshop employee license if 
the applicant is not of good business repute, or if the applicant does 
not possess the character and general fitness necessary to warrant the 
belief that the individual will operate the business lawfully and fairly, 
as provided by Texas Finance Code, §371.102(a). 

(3) In conducting its review of character and fitness, the 
OCCC will consider the criminal history of the applicant and any prin-
cipal parties. If the applicant or a principal party has been convicted 
of an offense described by subsections (c)(1) or (f)(1) [(f)(2)] of this 
section, this reflects negatively on an applicant's character and fitness. 
The OCCC may deny a license application based on other criminal his-
tory of the applicant or its principal parties if, when the application is 
considered as a whole, the agency does not find that the financial re-
sponsibility, experience, character, and general fitness of the applicant 
are sufficient to command the confidence of the public and warrant the 
belief that the business will be operated lawfully and fairly. The OCCC 
will, however, consider the factors identified in subsection (c)(2) - (3) 
of this section in its review of character and fitness. 

(e) Revocation on imprisonment. A license will be revoked 
on the licensee's imprisonment following a felony conviction, felony 
community supervision revocation, revocation of parole, or revocation 
of mandatory supervision, as provided by Texas Occupations Code, 
§53.021(b). 

(f) Other grounds for denial, suspension, or revocation. The 
OCCC may deny a license application, or suspend or revoke a license, 
based on any other ground authorized by statute, including the follow-
ing: 

[(1) a conviction for an offense that does not directly relate 
to the duties and responsibilities of the occupation and that was com-
mitted less than five years before the date of application, as provided 
by Texas Occupations Code, §53.021(a)(2);] 

(1) [(2)] a conviction for an offense listed in Texas Code 
of Criminal Procedure, art. 42A.054 or art. 62.001(6), as provided by 
Texas Occupations Code, §53.021(a)(2)-(3) [§53.021(a)(3)-(4)]; 

(2) [(3)] a conviction of a pawnshop licensee or a principal 
party for an offense directly related to the licensed occupation, as pro-
vided by Texas Finance Code, §371.251(a)(6); 

(3) [(4)] errors or incomplete information in the license ap-
plication; 

(4) [(5)] a fact or condition that would have been grounds 
for denying the license application, and that either did not exist at the 
time of the application or the OCCC was unaware of at the time of 
application, as provided by Texas Finance Code, §371.251(a)(3) and 
§371.255(2); 

(5) [(6)] a finding by the OCCC that the financial responsi-
bility, experience, character, or general fitness of a pawnshop licensee 
or a principal party do not command the confidence of the public or 

warrant the belief that the business will be operated lawfully, fairly, 
and within the purposes of this chapter, as provided by Texas Finance 
Code, §371.251(a)(7); and 

(6) [(7)] a finding by the OCCC that the character, business 
repute, and general fitness of a pawnshop employee license holder do 
not warrant belief that the license holder will operate the business law-
fully and fairly, as provided by Texas Finance Code, §371.255(3). 

The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-
posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority 
to adopt. 

Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 24, 2022. 
TRD-202202362 
Matthew Nance 
Deputy General Counsel 
Office of Consumer Credit Commissioner 
Earliest possible date of adoption: August 7, 2022 
For further information, please call: (512) 936-7660 

♦ ♦ ♦ 
TITLE 16. ECONOMIC REGULATION 

PART 4. TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF 
LICENSING AND REGULATION 

CHAPTER 75. AIR CONDITIONING AND 
REFRIGERATION 
16 TAC §75.100 

The Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation (Depart-
ment) proposes amendments to an existing rule at 16 Texas 
Administrative Code (TAC), Chapter 75, §75.100, regarding the 
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Contractors Program. These 
proposed changes are referred to as the "proposed rule." 
EXPLANATION OF AND JUSTIFICATION FOR THE RULES 

The rules under 16 TAC Chapter 75 implement Texas Occupa-
tions Code, Chapter 1302, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration 
Contractors. 
Pursuant to 16 TAC, Chapter 75, §75.100(a)(4), electrical work 
performed by air conditioning and refrigeration contractors must 
be performed in accordance with the 2020 National Electrical 
Code (NEC). Section 90.4 of the 2020 NEC authorizes the De-
partment to waive specific code requirements when doing so will 
not have a negative impact on safety. 
Section 210.8(F) of the NEC requires certain outdoor outlets to 
have ground-fault circuit-interrupter (GFCI) protection. An in-
compatibility between most GFCI products on the market and 
common air-conditioning and heating equipment has resulted in 
that equipment failing by persistently tripping circuit breakers. 
Recent rulemaking by the Department has delayed the imple-
mentation of Section 210.8(F) until January 1, 2023, in order 
to allow equipment manufacturers to correct this incompatibility. 
See 16 TAC §75.100(a)(5). However, because this incompatibil-
ity will not be resolved by January 1, 2023, the proposed rule will 
exclude Section 210.8(F) from the Department's implementation 
of the 2020 NEC altogether. 
The approaching summer heat poses a serious threat to Texas 
residents whose air-conditioning systems have failed or are mal-
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	the pool. The family leave pool is intended to provide employees the flexibility to bond with and care for children during a child's first year following birth, adoption, or foster placement; or to care for a seriously ill family member or the employee, including illnesses or complica-tions resulting from a pandemic. (1) The Commissioner of each finance agency is desig-nated as the pool administrator for the respective finance agency's family leave pool. (2) The pool administrator will maintain operating pr
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	Proposed amendments to §17.3(d) also clarify the requirements for approval of an insider transaction by a disinterested majority of the board of a trust company in conformity with general Texas corporate law. Under 7 TAC §21.24(c)(3), certain family trust companies may be exempted from certain restrictions of Finance Code, §183.109(a), regarding transactions with management or af-filiates. None of these existing exemptions for family trust companies will be negated or affected by these proposed amendments. 
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	and other depository institutions in this state consistent with the safety and soundness of state banks and the state bank system, and allow for economic development within this state. Chapter 183 of the Finance Code is affected by the proposed amended section. §17.3. Sale or Lease Agreements with an Officer, Director, Principal Shareholder, or Affiliate. (a) Agreement in writing. A sale or lease agreement between a trust company and an officer, director, principal shareholder, or affiliate of the trust com
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	(B) a statement explaining the reasons the approval of a disinterested majority of the board could not be obtained; [affirmative vote of at least a majority of disinterested directors on the board could not be obtained;] (6) copies of appropriate supporting documentation, in-cluding analysis of comparable terms and rates for the real or personal property to be sold or leased; (7) in the case of a lease agreement, evidence demonstrat-ing that the trust company will account for the lease in accordance with Fi
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	comment on the advance notice. Notice of the review of 7 TAC Chapter 85, Subchapter A was published in the Texas Register on April 1, 2022 (47 TexReg 1701). The commission did not re-ceive any official comments in response to the notice published in the Texas Register. The OCCC distributed an early precomment draft of proposed changes to interested stakeholders for review, and then held a stakeholder meeting and webinar regarding the rule changes. The OCCC did not receive any informal precomments on the rul
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	responsibilities of parties to a pawn transaction; and (2) inform and assist a robbery, burglary, or theft victim. To implement this requirement, the OCCC has prepared a consumer brochure titled "Pawn Facts," which is available on the OCCC's website and may be ordered by pawnshops. Currently, §85.421(a) states that the OCCC will provide each pawnshop a display and printed materials that must be placed in a location clearly visible to the consumer, and requires the pawnshop to refill the display. A proposed 
	implications for local government as a result of administering the rules. Huffman Lewis, Director of Consumer Protection, has deter-mined that for each year of the first five years the proposed amendments are in effect, the public benefits anticipated as a result of the changes will be that the commission's rules will be more easily understood by licensees required to comply with the rules, will be consistent with legislation recently passed by the legislature, and will provide additional flexibility to lic
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	Act). The amendments to §85.421 are proposed under Texas Finance Code, §371.183, which authorizes the commission to adopt rules requiring a pawnshop to display consumer materi-als. In addition, Texas Finance Code, §11.304 authorizes the Finance Commission to adopt rules necessary to supervise the OCCC and ensure compliance with Texas Finance Code, Title 4. The statutory provisions affected by the proposal are contained in Texas Finance Code, Chapter 371. §85.202. Filing of New Application. (a) An applicatio
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	Act). The amendments to §85.421 are proposed under Texas Finance Code, §371.183, which authorizes the commission to adopt rules requiring a pawnshop to display consumer materi-als. In addition, Texas Finance Code, §11.304 authorizes the Finance Commission to adopt rules necessary to supervise the OCCC and ensure compliance with Texas Finance Code, Title 4. The statutory provisions affected by the proposal are contained in Texas Finance Code, Chapter 371. §85.202. Filing of New Application. (a) An applicatio
	(iii) For entities with complex ownership structures that result in the identification of individuals to be fingerprinted who do not have a substantial relationship to the proposed applicant, the applicant may submit a request to fingerprint three officers or similar employees with significant involvement in the proposed business. The request should describe the relationship and significant involvement of the individuals in the proposed business. The agency may approve the request, seek alternative appropri

	(1) (No change.) (2) Fingerprints. (A) A complete set of legible fingerprints must be pro-vided for each applicant. An individual who has previously been li-censed by the OCCC is generally not required to provide fingerprints. The commissioner may require fingerprints of an employee if the com-missioner believes that the individual has not been fingerprinted for a significant amount of time and believes a new set of fingerprints might provide additional information about the individual's criminal back-groun
	(1) (No change.) (2) Fingerprints. (A) A complete set of legible fingerprints must be pro-vided for each applicant. An individual who has previously been li-censed by the OCCC is generally not required to provide fingerprints. The commissioner may require fingerprints of an employee if the com-missioner believes that the individual has not been fingerprinted for a significant amount of time and believes a new set of fingerprints might provide additional information about the individual's criminal back-groun
	(1) (No change.) (2) Fingerprints. (A) A complete set of legible fingerprints must be pro-vided for each applicant. An individual who has previously been li-censed by the OCCC is generally not required to provide fingerprints. The commissioner may require fingerprints of an employee if the com-missioner believes that the individual has not been fingerprinted for a significant amount of time and believes a new set of fingerprints might provide additional information about the individual's criminal back-groun
	(1) (No change.) (2) Fingerprints. (A) A complete set of legible fingerprints must be pro-vided for each applicant. An individual who has previously been li-censed by the OCCC is generally not required to provide fingerprints. The commissioner may require fingerprints of an employee if the com-missioner believes that the individual has not been fingerprinted for a significant amount of time and believes a new set of fingerprints might provide additional information about the individual's criminal back-groun



	pawn and purchase ticket information is exchanged electronically. The agreement for a reduced hold period must not conflict with any local ordinance and must be submitted to the commissioner in writing by and through the chief local law enforcement officer for the jurisdiction. If a pawnshop holds personal property for less than 20 days under an agree-ment with local law enforcement, then the pawnshop must maintain a copy of the agreement, and must provide a copy of the agreement to the OCCC upon request. §
	pawn and purchase ticket information is exchanged electronically. The agreement for a reduced hold period must not conflict with any local ordinance and must be submitted to the commissioner in writing by and through the chief local law enforcement officer for the jurisdiction. If a pawnshop holds personal property for less than 20 days under an agree-ment with local law enforcement, then the pawnshop must maintain a copy of the agreement, and must provide a copy of the agreement to the OCCC upon request. §


	The rule amendments are proposed under Texas Finance Code, §371.006, which authorizes the commission to adopt rules to en-force Texas Finance Code, Chapter 371 (the Texas Pawnshop Act). The amendments to §85.421 are proposed under Texas Finance Code, §371.183, which authorizes the commission to adopt rules requiring a pawnshop to display consumer materi-als. In addition, Texas Finance Code, §11.304 authorizes the Finance Commission to adopt rules necessary to supervise the OCCC and ensure compliance with Te
	The rule amendments are proposed under Texas Finance Code, §371.006, which authorizes the commission to adopt rules to en-force Texas Finance Code, Chapter 371 (the Texas Pawnshop Act). The amendments to §85.421 are proposed under Texas Finance Code, §371.183, which authorizes the commission to adopt rules requiring a pawnshop to display consumer materi-als. In addition, Texas Finance Code, §11.304 authorizes the Finance Commission to adopt rules necessary to supervise the OCCC and ensure compliance with Te
	The rule amendments are proposed under Texas Finance Code, §371.006, which authorizes the commission to adopt rules to en-force Texas Finance Code, Chapter 371 (the Texas Pawnshop Act). The amendments to §85.421 are proposed under Texas Finance Code, §371.183, which authorizes the commission to adopt rules requiring a pawnshop to display consumer materi-als. In addition, Texas Finance Code, §11.304 authorizes the Finance Commission to adopt rules necessary to supervise the OCCC and ensure compliance with Te
	(C) any offense that involves misrepresentation, decep-tive practices, or making a false or misleading statement (including fraud or forgery); (D) any offense that involves breach of trust or other fiduciary duty; (E) any criminal violation of a statute governing credit transactions or debt collection; (F) failure to file a government report, filing a false gov-ernment report, or tampering with a government record; (G) any greater offense that includes an offense de-scribed in subparagraphs (A) -(F) of this
	(C) any offense that involves misrepresentation, decep-tive practices, or making a false or misleading statement (including fraud or forgery); (D) any offense that involves breach of trust or other fiduciary duty; (E) any criminal violation of a statute governing credit transactions or debt collection; (F) failure to file a government report, filing a false gov-ernment report, or tampering with a government record; (G) any greater offense that includes an offense de-scribed in subparagraphs (A) -(F) of this
	(C) any offense that involves misrepresentation, decep-tive practices, or making a false or misleading statement (including fraud or forgery); (D) any offense that involves breach of trust or other fiduciary duty; (E) any criminal violation of a statute governing credit transactions or debt collection; (F) failure to file a government report, filing a false gov-ernment report, or tampering with a government record; (G) any greater offense that includes an offense de-scribed in subparagraphs (A) -(F) of this



	[(ii) the sheriff or chief of police in the community where the person resides; and] [(iii) other persons in contact with the convicted per-son.] (d) Crimes related to character and fitness. (1) The OCCC may deny a pawnshop license application if the applicant does not show that the business will be operated lawfully and fairly, or if the applicant does not show that the applicant or the applicant's owners have the financial responsibility, experience, char-acter, and general fitness to command the confiden
	[(ii) the sheriff or chief of police in the community where the person resides; and] [(iii) other persons in contact with the convicted per-son.] (d) Crimes related to character and fitness. (1) The OCCC may deny a pawnshop license application if the applicant does not show that the business will be operated lawfully and fairly, or if the applicant does not show that the applicant or the applicant's owners have the financial responsibility, experience, char-acter, and general fitness to command the confiden

	warrant the belief that the business will be operated lawfully, fairly, and within the purposes of this chapter, as provided by Texas Finance Code, §371.251(a)(7); and (6) [(7)] a finding by the OCCC that the character, business repute, and general fitness of a pawnshop employee license holder do not warrant belief that the license holder will operate the business law-fully and fairly, as provided by Texas Finance Code, §371.255(3). The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and foun

	functioning. Adopting the proposed rule would help keep Texas residents safe by ensuring installed air-conditioning systems are not subject to failure due to equipment incompatibility. Addi-tionally, the Department's technical experts have confirmed that adopting the proposed rule would not have a negative impact on safety. Advisory Board Recommendations The proposed rules were presented to and discussed by the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Contractors Advisory Board at its meeting on June 22, 2022. Th
	functioning. Adopting the proposed rule would help keep Texas residents safe by ensuring installed air-conditioning systems are not subject to failure due to equipment incompatibility. Addi-tionally, the Department's technical experts have confirmed that adopting the proposed rule would not have a negative impact on safety. Advisory Board Recommendations The proposed rules were presented to and discussed by the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Contractors Advisory Board at its meeting on June 22, 2022. Th
	functioning. Adopting the proposed rule would help keep Texas residents safe by ensuring installed air-conditioning systems are not subject to failure due to equipment incompatibility. Addi-tionally, the Department's technical experts have confirmed that adopting the proposed rule would not have a negative impact on safety. Advisory Board Recommendations The proposed rules were presented to and discussed by the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Contractors Advisory Board at its meeting on June 22, 2022. Th
	Pursuant to Government Code §2001.0221, the agency provides the following Government Growth Impact Statement for the pro-posed rule. For each year of the first five years the proposed rule will be in effect, the agency has determined the following: 1. The proposed rule does not create or eliminate a government program. 2. Implementation of the proposed rule does not require the cre-ation of new employee positions or the elimination of existing employee positions. 3. Implementation of the proposed rule does 
	Pursuant to Government Code §2001.0221, the agency provides the following Government Growth Impact Statement for the pro-posed rule. For each year of the first five years the proposed rule will be in effect, the agency has determined the following: 1. The proposed rule does not create or eliminate a government program. 2. Implementation of the proposed rule does not require the cre-ation of new employee positions or the elimination of existing employee positions. 3. Implementation of the proposed rule does 
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	(2) Licensees may replace and reconnect environmental air conditioning, commercial refrigeration, process cooling or heating sys-tems, or component parts of the same or lesser amperage. On re-placement environmental air conditioning, commercial refrigeration, process cooling or heating systems where the electrical disconnect has not been installed and is required by the applicable National Electrical Code, the licensee may install a disconnect and reconnect the system. (3) Control wiring of 50 volts or less
	(2) Licensees may replace and reconnect environmental air conditioning, commercial refrigeration, process cooling or heating sys-tems, or component parts of the same or lesser amperage. On re-placement environmental air conditioning, commercial refrigeration, process cooling or heating systems where the electrical disconnect has not been installed and is required by the applicable National Electrical Code, the licensee may install a disconnect and reconnect the system. (3) Control wiring of 50 volts or less
	(2) Licensees may replace and reconnect environmental air conditioning, commercial refrigeration, process cooling or heating sys-tems, or component parts of the same or lesser amperage. On re-placement environmental air conditioning, commercial refrigeration, process cooling or heating systems where the electrical disconnect has not been installed and is required by the applicable National Electrical Code, the licensee may install a disconnect and reconnect the system. (3) Control wiring of 50 volts or less


	tear down at an unregulated entity typically occur prior to an in-surance assessment. This, in turn, results in charges for unnec-essary work. The proposed rules are necessary to bring the VSF rules in line with the Vehicle Towing and Booting (TOW) rules at 16 TAC Chapter 86, which contain a specific prohibition on TOW licensees engaging in the practice of "flipping." The proposed rules were drafted upon request by the Towing and Storage (TOW/VSF) Advisory Board, include input from Ad-visory Board members, 
	tear down at an unregulated entity typically occur prior to an in-surance assessment. This, in turn, results in charges for unnec-essary work. The proposed rules are necessary to bring the VSF rules in line with the Vehicle Towing and Booting (TOW) rules at 16 TAC Chapter 86, which contain a specific prohibition on TOW licensees engaging in the practice of "flipping." The proposed rules were drafted upon request by the Towing and Storage (TOW/VSF) Advisory Board, include input from Ad-visory Board members, 


	Mr. Couvillon has determined that for each year of the first five-year period the proposed rules are in effect, the public benefit will be protecting a vehicle owner whose car is stored at a VSF following an incident management or other nonconsent tow from solicitations to induce the movement or transfer of a vehicle to an unregulated entity, where storage and other fees are not regu-lated and could be excessive. The rule also protects consumers from bearing additional costs that could be charged, as well a
	Mr. Couvillon has determined that for each year of the first five-year period the proposed rules are in effect, the public benefit will be protecting a vehicle owner whose car is stored at a VSF following an incident management or other nonconsent tow from solicitations to induce the movement or transfer of a vehicle to an unregulated entity, where storage and other fees are not regu-lated and could be excessive. The rule also protects consumers from bearing additional costs that could be charged, as well a
	Mr. Couvillon has determined that for each year of the first five-year period the proposed rules are in effect, the public benefit will be protecting a vehicle owner whose car is stored at a VSF following an incident management or other nonconsent tow from solicitations to induce the movement or transfer of a vehicle to an unregulated entity, where storage and other fees are not regu-lated and could be excessive. The rule also protects consumers from bearing additional costs that could be charged, as well a
	8. The proposed rules do not positively or adversely affect this state's economy. TAKINGS IMPACT ASSESSMENT The Department has determined that no private real property in-terests are affected by the proposed rules and the proposed rules do not restrict, limit, or impose a burden on an owner's rights to his or her private real property that would otherwise exist in the absence of government action. As a result, the proposed rules do not constitute a taking or require a takings impact assessment under Governm
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	(b) A VSF, its owner, employee, representative, or agent must not: (1) solicit a vehicle owner or representative to agree ver-bally or in writing to move or transfer any vehicle stored at a licensed VSF, including vehicles stored there following an incident management or nonconsent tow; or (2) encourage or authorize a person employed by and/or af-filiated with a non-regulated entity, including an auto body shop or col-lision repair center, to solicit or provide documentation to any vehicle owner or owner's 
	(b) A VSF, its owner, employee, representative, or agent must not: (1) solicit a vehicle owner or representative to agree ver-bally or in writing to move or transfer any vehicle stored at a licensed VSF, including vehicles stored there following an incident management or nonconsent tow; or (2) encourage or authorize a person employed by and/or af-filiated with a non-regulated entity, including an auto body shop or col-lision repair center, to solicit or provide documentation to any vehicle owner or owner's 
	(b) A VSF, its owner, employee, representative, or agent must not: (1) solicit a vehicle owner or representative to agree ver-bally or in writing to move or transfer any vehicle stored at a licensed VSF, including vehicles stored there following an incident management or nonconsent tow; or (2) encourage or authorize a person employed by and/or af-filiated with a non-regulated entity, including an auto body shop or col-lision repair center, to solicit or provide documentation to any vehicle owner or owner's 
	(b) A VSF, its owner, employee, representative, or agent must not: (1) solicit a vehicle owner or representative to agree ver-bally or in writing to move or transfer any vehicle stored at a licensed VSF, including vehicles stored there following an incident management or nonconsent tow; or (2) encourage or authorize a person employed by and/or af-filiated with a non-regulated entity, including an auto body shop or col-lision repair center, to solicit or provide documentation to any vehicle owner or owner's 



	(1) the rule does not create or eliminate a government program; (2) implementation of the proposed rule does not require the cre-ation or elimination of employee positions; (3) the implementa-tion of the proposed rule does not require an increase or de-crease in future appropriations; (4) the proposed rule does not require an increase in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed rule does not create a new regulation; (6) the proposed rule does expand an existing regulation; (7) the proposed rule does not in
	(1) the rule does not create or eliminate a government program; (2) implementation of the proposed rule does not require the cre-ation or elimination of employee positions; (3) the implementa-tion of the proposed rule does not require an increase or de-crease in future appropriations; (4) the proposed rule does not require an increase in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed rule does not create a new regulation; (6) the proposed rule does expand an existing regulation; (7) the proposed rule does not in
	(1) the rule does not create or eliminate a government program; (2) implementation of the proposed rule does not require the cre-ation or elimination of employee positions; (3) the implementa-tion of the proposed rule does not require an increase or de-crease in future appropriations; (4) the proposed rule does not require an increase in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed rule does not create a new regulation; (6) the proposed rule does expand an existing regulation; (7) the proposed rule does not in
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	(c) Board staff shall develop and provide an application form for continuing education providers. The application form shall provide instructions for submitting provider information and supporting docu-mentation. The Board shall provide the application form for continuing education providers and general instructions on the continuing educa-tion provider application process on its public website. Any request to become an approved continuing education provider must be submitted on the application form provide
	(c) Board staff shall develop and provide an application form for continuing education providers. The application form shall provide instructions for submitting provider information and supporting docu-mentation. The Board shall provide the application form for continuing education providers and general instructions on the continuing educa-tion provider application process on its public website. Any request to become an approved continuing education provider must be submitted on the application form provide
	(c) Board staff shall develop and provide an application form for continuing education providers. The application form shall provide instructions for submitting provider information and supporting docu-mentation. The Board shall provide the application form for continuing education providers and general instructions on the continuing educa-tion provider application process on its public website. Any request to become an approved continuing education provider must be submitted on the application form provide
	(c) Board staff shall develop and provide an application form for continuing education providers. The application form shall provide instructions for submitting provider information and supporting docu-mentation. The Board shall provide the application form for continuing education providers and general instructions on the continuing educa-tion provider application process on its public website. Any request to become an approved continuing education provider must be submitted on the application form provide
	(c) Board staff shall develop and provide an application form for continuing education providers. The application form shall provide instructions for submitting provider information and supporting docu-mentation. The Board shall provide the application form for continuing education providers and general instructions on the continuing educa-tion provider application process on its public website. Any request to become an approved continuing education provider must be submitted on the application form provide


	(16) Texas Dental Hygiene Educators' Association; (17) Dental Laboratory Association of Texas; (18) Dental Assisting National Board; (19) American Dental Assistants Association and its con-stituent organizations; (20) The Compliance Division, LLC; (21) Dental Compliance Specialists, LLC; and (22) Other entities approved by the Board as shown in the attached graphic for this section. Figure: 22 TAC §104.2(e)(22) [Figure: 22 TAC §104.2(e)(22)] The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal
	(16) Texas Dental Hygiene Educators' Association; (17) Dental Laboratory Association of Texas; (18) Dental Assisting National Board; (19) American Dental Assistants Association and its con-stituent organizations; (20) The Compliance Division, LLC; (21) Dental Compliance Specialists, LLC; and (22) Other entities approved by the Board as shown in the attached graphic for this section. Figure: 22 TAC §104.2(e)(22) [Figure: 22 TAC §104.2(e)(22)] The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal
	(16) Texas Dental Hygiene Educators' Association; (17) Dental Laboratory Association of Texas; (18) Dental Assisting National Board; (19) American Dental Assistants Association and its con-stituent organizations; (20) The Compliance Division, LLC; (21) Dental Compliance Specialists, LLC; and (22) Other entities approved by the Board as shown in the attached graphic for this section. Figure: 22 TAC §104.2(e)(22) [Figure: 22 TAC §104.2(e)(22)] The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal



	does not require the creation or elimination of employee posi-tions; (3) the implementation of the proposed rule repeal does not require an increase or decrease in future appropriations; (4) the proposed rule repeal does not require an increase in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed rule repeal does not cre-ate a new regulation; (6) the proposed rule repeal does expand an existing regulation; (7) the proposed rule repeal does not in-crease or decrease the number of individuals subject to it; and (8) t
	does not require the creation or elimination of employee posi-tions; (3) the implementation of the proposed rule repeal does not require an increase or decrease in future appropriations; (4) the proposed rule repeal does not require an increase in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed rule repeal does not cre-ate a new regulation; (6) the proposed rule repeal does expand an existing regulation; (7) the proposed rule repeal does not in-crease or decrease the number of individuals subject to it; and (8) t
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	HB 636 amended Texas Occupations Code to remove the re-quirement that a responsible master plumber complete an ap-proved training program regarding the laws and rules applicable to the operation of a plumbing business in Texas. HB 636 cre-ated a qualification path for licensure as a Tradesman-Limited Plumber upon successful examination and completion of a ca-reer and technology education program offered by a high school or institution of higher education approved by State Board of Education and the Board. H
	HB 636 amended Texas Occupations Code to remove the re-quirement that a responsible master plumber complete an ap-proved training program regarding the laws and rules applicable to the operation of a plumbing business in Texas. HB 636 cre-ated a qualification path for licensure as a Tradesman-Limited Plumber upon successful examination and completion of a ca-reer and technology education program offered by a high school or institution of higher education approved by State Board of Education and the Board. H


	porting approval of continuing professional education courses and instructors by the Executive Director. Enhanced regulatory efficiency is also realized by removing a course requirement on responsible master plumbers. PROBABLE ECONOMIC COSTS TO PERSONS REQUIRED TO COMPLY WITH THE RULE The executive director has determined that for the first five years the amended rules are in effect, there are no substantial eco-nomic costs anticipated to persons required to comply with the amended rule. ONE-FOR-ONE REQUIRE
	porting approval of continuing professional education courses and instructors by the Executive Director. Enhanced regulatory efficiency is also realized by removing a course requirement on responsible master plumbers. PROBABLE ECONOMIC COSTS TO PERSONS REQUIRED TO COMPLY WITH THE RULE The executive director has determined that for the first five years the amended rules are in effect, there are no substantial eco-nomic costs anticipated to persons required to comply with the amended rule. ONE-FOR-ONE REQUIRE
	porting approval of continuing professional education courses and instructors by the Executive Director. Enhanced regulatory efficiency is also realized by removing a course requirement on responsible master plumbers. PROBABLE ECONOMIC COSTS TO PERSONS REQUIRED TO COMPLY WITH THE RULE The executive director has determined that for the first five years the amended rules are in effect, there are no substantial eco-nomic costs anticipated to persons required to comply with the amended rule. ONE-FOR-ONE REQUIRE
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	This proposal is made under the authority of Texas Occupations Code Chapter 1301 as amended by HB 636 during the 87th Leg-islative Session. Section 1301.251(2) of the Texas Occupations Code authorizes the Texas State Board of Plumbing Examiners to adopt rules as necessary to implement the Chapter. No other statutes, articles, or codes are affected by the proposed rules. §361.1. Definitions. (a) The following words and terms, when used in this part, have the following meanings, unless the context clearly ind
	This proposal is made under the authority of Texas Occupations Code Chapter 1301 as amended by HB 636 during the 87th Leg-islative Session. Section 1301.251(2) of the Texas Occupations Code authorizes the Texas State Board of Plumbing Examiners to adopt rules as necessary to implement the Chapter. No other statutes, articles, or codes are affected by the proposed rules. §361.1. Definitions. (a) The following words and terms, when used in this part, have the following meanings, unless the context clearly ind


	of competency; or the presence of fraud, false information, or error in the attempt to obtain a license, registration or endorsement. (15) Contested Case--A proceeding in which the legal rights, duties, or privileges of a party are to be determined by the Board after an opportunity for adjudicative hearing. (16) Continuing Professional Education or CPE--Ap-proved [Board-approved] courses/programs required for a licensee or registrant [with an endorsement to renew his or her license, registration and/or endo
	(21) Field Representative--An employee of the Board who is: (A) knowledgeable of the Plumbing License Law and of municipal ordinances relating to plumbing; (B) qualified by experience and training in good plumb-ing practice and compliance with the Plumbing License Law; (C) designated by the Board to assist in the enforcement of the Plumbing License Law and Board rules; (D) licensed by the Board as a plumber; and (E) hired to: (i) make on-site license and registration checks to determine compliance with the 
	(21) Field Representative--An employee of the Board who is: (A) knowledgeable of the Plumbing License Law and of municipal ordinances relating to plumbing; (B) qualified by experience and training in good plumb-ing practice and compliance with the Plumbing License Law; (C) designated by the Board to assist in the enforcement of the Plumbing License Law and Board rules; (D) licensed by the Board as a plumber; and (E) hired to: (i) make on-site license and registration checks to determine compliance with the 
	(21) Field Representative--An employee of the Board who is: (A) knowledgeable of the Plumbing License Law and of municipal ordinances relating to plumbing; (B) qualified by experience and training in good plumb-ing practice and compliance with the Plumbing License Law; (C) designated by the Board to assist in the enforcement of the Plumbing License Law and Board rules; (D) licensed by the Board as a plumber; and (E) hired to: (i) make on-site license and registration checks to determine compliance with the 



	lations governing those matters, who alone, or through an individual or individuals under his supervision, performs plumbing work, and who has successfully fulfilled the examinations and requirements of the Board. (27) Medical Gas Piping Installation Endorsement--(A) A certification entitling the holder of a Master or Journeyman Plumber License to install piping that is used solely to transport gases used for medical purposes including, but not limited to oxygen, nitrous oxide, medical air, nitrogen, medica
	lations governing those matters, who alone, or through an individual or individuals under his supervision, performs plumbing work, and who has successfully fulfilled the examinations and requirements of the Board. (27) Medical Gas Piping Installation Endorsement--(A) A certification entitling the holder of a Master or Journeyman Plumber License to install piping that is used solely to transport gases used for medical purposes including, but not limited to oxygen, nitrous oxide, medical air, nitrogen, medica
	lations governing those matters, who alone, or through an individual or individuals under his supervision, performs plumbing work, and who has successfully fulfilled the examinations and requirements of the Board. (27) Medical Gas Piping Installation Endorsement--(A) A certification entitling the holder of a Master or Journeyman Plumber License to install piping that is used solely to transport gases used for medical purposes including, but not limited to oxygen, nitrous oxide, medical air, nitrogen, medica
	assemble; connect the building on its outside with the source of water, gas, or other liquid supply, or combinations of these, on the premises, or the water main on public property; and carry waste water or sewage from or within a building to the sewer service lateral on public property or the disposal or septic terminal that holds private or domestic sewage. (B) The installation, repair, service, maintenance, alter-ation, or renovation of all piping, fixtures, appurtenances, and appli-ances on premises whe

	(M) navigation district; (N) conservation and reclamation district; (O) soil conservation district; (P) communication district; (Q) public health district; (R) river authority; and (S) any other governmental entity that: (i) embraces a geographical area with a defined boundary; (ii) exists for the purpose of discharging functions of government; and (iii) possesses authority for subordinate self-govern-ment through officers selected by it. (44) P-Trap--A fitting connected to the sanitary drainage system for 
	(M) navigation district; (N) conservation and reclamation district; (O) soil conservation district; (P) communication district; (Q) public health district; (R) river authority; and (S) any other governmental entity that: (i) embraces a geographical area with a defined boundary; (ii) exists for the purpose of discharging functions of government; and (iii) possesses authority for subordinate self-govern-ment through officers selected by it. (44) P-Trap--A fitting connected to the sanitary drainage system for 
	(M) navigation district; (N) conservation and reclamation district; (O) soil conservation district; (P) communication district; (Q) public health district; (R) river authority; and (S) any other governmental entity that: (i) embraces a geographical area with a defined boundary; (ii) exists for the purpose of discharging functions of government; and (iii) possesses authority for subordinate self-govern-ment through officers selected by it. (44) P-Trap--A fitting connected to the sanitary drainage system for 
	(M) navigation district; (N) conservation and reclamation district; (O) soil conservation district; (P) communication district; (Q) public health district; (R) river authority; and (S) any other governmental entity that: (i) embraces a geographical area with a defined boundary; (ii) exists for the purpose of discharging functions of government; and (iii) possesses authority for subordinate self-govern-ment through officers selected by it. (44) P-Trap--A fitting connected to the sanitary drainage system for 



	(48) Registration--A document issued by the Board to cer-tify that the named individual fulfilled the requirements of the PLL and Board Rules to register as a Plumber's Apprentice. (49) Rule--An agency statement of general applicability that implements, interprets, or prescribes law or policy, or describes the procedure or practice requirements of the agency. The term includes the amendment or repeal of a prior rule but does not include statements concerning only the internal management or organization of t
	(48) Registration--A document issued by the Board to cer-tify that the named individual fulfilled the requirements of the PLL and Board Rules to register as a Plumber's Apprentice. (49) Rule--An agency statement of general applicability that implements, interprets, or prescribes law or policy, or describes the procedure or practice requirements of the agency. The term includes the amendment or repeal of a prior rule but does not include statements concerning only the internal management or organization of t
	(48) Registration--A document issued by the Board to cer-tify that the named individual fulfilled the requirements of the PLL and Board Rules to register as a Plumber's Apprentice. (49) Rule--An agency statement of general applicability that implements, interprets, or prescribes law or policy, or describes the procedure or practice requirements of the agency. The term includes the amendment or repeal of a prior rule but does not include statements concerning only the internal management or organization of t



	[(b)] The presiding officer of the Board shall appoint the mem-bers of [the] committees. [Except as provided by subsection (c) of this section, each committee member must be a member of the Board.] [(c) The presiding officer may appoint only members of the agency staff to the Enforcement Committee whose duties will include following the requirements of the APA, the Plumbing License Law and the policies, guidelines and rules established by the Board and:] [(1) investigating complaints or designating an emplo
	[(b)] The presiding officer of the Board shall appoint the mem-bers of [the] committees. [Except as provided by subsection (c) of this section, each committee member must be a member of the Board.] [(c) The presiding officer may appoint only members of the agency staff to the Enforcement Committee whose duties will include following the requirements of the APA, the Plumbing License Law and the policies, guidelines and rules established by the Board and:] [(1) investigating complaints or designating an emplo
	[(b)] The presiding officer of the Board shall appoint the mem-bers of [the] committees. [Except as provided by subsection (c) of this section, each committee member must be a member of the Board.] [(c) The presiding officer may appoint only members of the agency staff to the Enforcement Committee whose duties will include following the requirements of the APA, the Plumbing License Law and the policies, guidelines and rules established by the Board and:] [(1) investigating complaints or designating an emplo

	HB 636 amended the Plumbing License Law. Statutory changes eliminated the requirement that a responsible master plumber (RMP) complete an approved training program regarding the laws and rules applicable to the operation of a plumbing busi-ness in Texas. HB 636 added a qualification path for licensure as a Tradesman-Limited Plumber upon successful examination and completion of a career and technology education program offered by a high school or institution of higher education ap-proved by State Board of Ed
	HB 636 amended the Plumbing License Law. Statutory changes eliminated the requirement that a responsible master plumber (RMP) complete an approved training program regarding the laws and rules applicable to the operation of a plumbing busi-ness in Texas. HB 636 added a qualification path for licensure as a Tradesman-Limited Plumber upon successful examination and completion of a career and technology education program offered by a high school or institution of higher education ap-proved by State Board of Ed
	HB 636 amended the Plumbing License Law. Statutory changes eliminated the requirement that a responsible master plumber (RMP) complete an approved training program regarding the laws and rules applicable to the operation of a plumbing busi-ness in Texas. HB 636 added a qualification path for licensure as a Tradesman-Limited Plumber upon successful examination and completion of a career and technology education program offered by a high school or institution of higher education ap-proved by State Board of Ed

	Section 365.14 The proposed rule changes the rule heading to "Continuing Professional Education and Training Require-ments." It further adds "as applicable" to subsection (c) to clarify that continuing education and training can be taken in person, via correspondence, or virtually. Section 365.15 The proposed rule eliminates references to a "publisher" of course material. The Board earlier repealed regu-lation of publishers. HB 636 moved the administrative approval of continuing education from the Board to 
	Section 365.23 Section 1301.406 of the PLL allows for the trans-fer of a license held for 35 consecutive years. The current rule at 365.23(a) is inconsistent with statute; therefore, the proposed rule eliminates the provision inconsistent with statute. The re-maining changes simply eliminate unnecessary language and references to improve readability. Section 365.24 The proposed rule allows instructors who teach the alternative option for becoming a Tradesman-Limited Plumber at a high school or institute of 


	increase or decrease in future legislative appropriations to the agency; (4) the proposed rules do not require an increase or de-crease in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed rules do not create a new regulation; (6) the proposed rules do not expand, limit, or repeal an existing regulation; (7) the proposed rules do not increase or decrease the number of individuals subject to the rules' applicability; and (8) the proposed rules do not positively or adversely affect this state's economy. LOCAL EMPLOYM
	increase or decrease in future legislative appropriations to the agency; (4) the proposed rules do not require an increase or de-crease in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed rules do not create a new regulation; (6) the proposed rules do not expand, limit, or repeal an existing regulation; (7) the proposed rules do not increase or decrease the number of individuals subject to the rules' applicability; and (8) the proposed rules do not positively or adversely affect this state's economy. LOCAL EMPLOYM
	increase or decrease in future legislative appropriations to the agency; (4) the proposed rules do not require an increase or de-crease in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed rules do not create a new regulation; (6) the proposed rules do not expand, limit, or repeal an existing regulation; (7) the proposed rules do not increase or decrease the number of individuals subject to the rules' applicability; and (8) the proposed rules do not positively or adversely affect this state's economy. LOCAL EMPLOYM
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	(2) may enter into contracts or agreements to perform plumbing; (3) shall obtain plumbing permits to perform plumbing work; (4) may perform plumbing work without supervision; and (5) shall supervise plumbing work performed by other li-censees or registrants. (c) An individual who holds a current Journeyman or Master Plumber License may perform or supervise plumbing work: (1) under the supervision of a RMP; and (2) only under contracts or agreements to perform plumb-ing work secured by a RMP or a person who 
	(2) may enter into contracts or agreements to perform plumbing; (3) shall obtain plumbing permits to perform plumbing work; (4) may perform plumbing work without supervision; and (5) shall supervise plumbing work performed by other li-censees or registrants. (c) An individual who holds a current Journeyman or Master Plumber License may perform or supervise plumbing work: (1) under the supervision of a RMP; and (2) only under contracts or agreements to perform plumb-ing work secured by a RMP or a person who 
	(2) may enter into contracts or agreements to perform plumbing; (3) shall obtain plumbing permits to perform plumbing work; (4) may perform plumbing work without supervision; and (5) shall supervise plumbing work performed by other li-censees or registrants. (c) An individual who holds a current Journeyman or Master Plumber License may perform or supervise plumbing work: (1) under the supervision of a RMP; and (2) only under contracts or agreements to perform plumb-ing work secured by a RMP or a person who 
	(2) may enter into contracts or agreements to perform plumbing; (3) shall obtain plumbing permits to perform plumbing work; (4) may perform plumbing work without supervision; and (5) shall supervise plumbing work performed by other li-censees or registrants. (c) An individual who holds a current Journeyman or Master Plumber License may perform or supervise plumbing work: (1) under the supervision of a RMP; and (2) only under contracts or agreements to perform plumb-ing work secured by a RMP or a person who 




	(g) An individual who holds a current Journeyman or Master Plumber License with a current Water Supply Protection Specialist En-dorsement may: (1) perform Customer Service Inspections pursuant to 30 Texas Administrative Code [Tex. Admin. Code] §290.46(j). Minimum Acceptable Operating Practices for Public Drinking Water Systems; or (2) install, service or repair plumbing associated with the treatment, use and distribution of rainwater to supply a plumbing fix-ture, appliance, or irrigation system: (A) under 
	(g) An individual who holds a current Journeyman or Master Plumber License with a current Water Supply Protection Specialist En-dorsement may: (1) perform Customer Service Inspections pursuant to 30 Texas Administrative Code [Tex. Admin. Code] §290.46(j). Minimum Acceptable Operating Practices for Public Drinking Water Systems; or (2) install, service or repair plumbing associated with the treatment, use and distribution of rainwater to supply a plumbing fix-ture, appliance, or irrigation system: (A) under 
	(g) An individual who holds a current Journeyman or Master Plumber License with a current Water Supply Protection Specialist En-dorsement may: (1) perform Customer Service Inspections pursuant to 30 Texas Administrative Code [Tex. Admin. Code] §290.46(j). Minimum Acceptable Operating Practices for Public Drinking Water Systems; or (2) install, service or repair plumbing associated with the treatment, use and distribution of rainwater to supply a plumbing fix-ture, appliance, or irrigation system: (A) under 


	(k) [In addition to the scope of work described in subsection (d) or (i) of this section, an] An individual who holds a current Trades-man Plumber-Limited License or Plumber's Apprentice Registration and a current Drain Cleaner Registration may install cleanouts and re-move and reset p-traps for the purposes of eliminating obstructions in building drains and sewers: (1) under the supervision of a RMP; and (2) only under contracts or agreements to perform plumb-ing work secured by a RMP or a person who has s
	(k) [In addition to the scope of work described in subsection (d) or (i) of this section, an] An individual who holds a current Trades-man Plumber-Limited License or Plumber's Apprentice Registration and a current Drain Cleaner Registration may install cleanouts and re-move and reset p-traps for the purposes of eliminating obstructions in building drains and sewers: (1) under the supervision of a RMP; and (2) only under contracts or agreements to perform plumb-ing work secured by a RMP or a person who has s


	(b) A Plumbing Inspector shall notify the Board in writing of each political subdivision the Plumbing Inspector is employed by, or has contracted with, for the purposes of performing plumbing inspec-tions and any changes in contract or employment status within thirty (30) days of status change. The written confirmation of contract or employment must be provided by an authorized representative of each political subdivision. (c) A licensee or registrant shall notify the Board in writing of any change to his o
	(b) A Plumbing Inspector shall notify the Board in writing of each political subdivision the Plumbing Inspector is employed by, or has contracted with, for the purposes of performing plumbing inspec-tions and any changes in contract or employment status within thirty (30) days of status change. The written confirmation of contract or employment must be provided by an authorized representative of each political subdivision. (c) A licensee or registrant shall notify the Board in writing of any change to his o
	(b) A Plumbing Inspector shall notify the Board in writing of each political subdivision the Plumbing Inspector is employed by, or has contracted with, for the purposes of performing plumbing inspec-tions and any changes in contract or employment status within thirty (30) days of status change. The written confirmation of contract or employment must be provided by an authorized representative of each political subdivision. (c) A licensee or registrant shall notify the Board in writing of any change to his o
	(b) A Plumbing Inspector shall notify the Board in writing of each political subdivision the Plumbing Inspector is employed by, or has contracted with, for the purposes of performing plumbing inspec-tions and any changes in contract or employment status within thirty (30) days of status change. The written confirmation of contract or employment must be provided by an authorized representative of each political subdivision. (c) A licensee or registrant shall notify the Board in writing of any change to his o
	(b) A Plumbing Inspector shall notify the Board in writing of each political subdivision the Plumbing Inspector is employed by, or has contracted with, for the purposes of performing plumbing inspec-tions and any changes in contract or employment status within thirty (30) days of status change. The written confirmation of contract or employment must be provided by an authorized representative of each political subdivision. (c) A licensee or registrant shall notify the Board in writing of any change to his o


	(11) be comprehensive enough to support a course or train-ing at least one (1) hour in length. (b) [A person who desires to be a Publisher of Course Materi-als shall electronically submit a draft version of all the course materials it plans to utilize, a complete application and an application fee.] [(c)] The Executive Director will approve continuing profes-sional education and training courses and associated [course] materials [for the renewal of a License or Endorsement under §1301.404 of the Plumbing Li
	(11) be comprehensive enough to support a course or train-ing at least one (1) hour in length. (b) [A person who desires to be a Publisher of Course Materi-als shall electronically submit a draft version of all the course materials it plans to utilize, a complete application and an application fee.] [(c)] The Executive Director will approve continuing profes-sional education and training courses and associated [course] materials [for the renewal of a License or Endorsement under §1301.404 of the Plumbing Li
	(11) be comprehensive enough to support a course or train-ing at least one (1) hour in length. (b) [A person who desires to be a Publisher of Course Materi-als shall electronically submit a draft version of all the course materials it plans to utilize, a complete application and an application fee.] [(c)] The Executive Director will approve continuing profes-sional education and training courses and associated [course] materials [for the renewal of a License or Endorsement under §1301.404 of the Plumbing Li



	programs it offers. [A Course Provider shall notify the Board as soon as practicable, and no later than five (5) days, after any change in an instructor's employment status with the Course Provider.] (c) A Course Provider shall present courses and training pro-grams in segments that are at least one (1) hour in length. [a CPE course in one of the following formats:] [(1) a single day consisting of six (6) clock hours of instruc-tion in the classroom;] [(2) two (2) days that fall within the same seven (7) da
	programs it offers. [A Course Provider shall notify the Board as soon as practicable, and no later than five (5) days, after any change in an instructor's employment status with the Course Provider.] (c) A Course Provider shall present courses and training pro-grams in segments that are at least one (1) hour in length. [a CPE course in one of the following formats:] [(1) a single day consisting of six (6) clock hours of instruc-tion in the classroom;] [(2) two (2) days that fall within the same seven (7) da

	(e) [(i)] At least seven (7) days before conducting a course, a Course Provider shall give notice to the Board via electronic mail of its intent to conduct the course or post notice of the course schedule on the Course Provider's website. [(1) ] The notice shall contain the time(s) and place(s) where the course(s) will occur and the name of the Course Instructor scheduled to teach each course. [(2) A Course Provider shall give notice even if attendance at a course is limited to a specific group or organizat
	(e) [(i)] At least seven (7) days before conducting a course, a Course Provider shall give notice to the Board via electronic mail of its intent to conduct the course or post notice of the course schedule on the Course Provider's website. [(1) ] The notice shall contain the time(s) and place(s) where the course(s) will occur and the name of the Course Instructor scheduled to teach each course. [(2) A Course Provider shall give notice even if attendance at a course is limited to a specific group or organizat


	[(1) A Course Provider receiving Board approval for the first time shall submit quarterly reports no later than March 15th, June 15th, September 15th and December 15th of the calendar year in which it received approval.] [(2) A Course Provider that is re-approved shall submit a report no later than September 15th of the calendar year in which it was re-approved; the report shall cover the implementation for the preced-ing CPE course year.] [(3) The requirements of this subsection and §365.16(c)(4) of this c
	[(1) A Course Provider receiving Board approval for the first time shall submit quarterly reports no later than March 15th, June 15th, September 15th and December 15th of the calendar year in which it received approval.] [(2) A Course Provider that is re-approved shall submit a report no later than September 15th of the calendar year in which it was re-approved; the report shall cover the implementation for the preced-ing CPE course year.] [(3) The requirements of this subsection and §365.16(c)(4) of this c
	[(1) A Course Provider receiving Board approval for the first time shall submit quarterly reports no later than March 15th, June 15th, September 15th and December 15th of the calendar year in which it received approval.] [(2) A Course Provider that is re-approved shall submit a report no later than September 15th of the calendar year in which it was re-approved; the report shall cover the implementation for the preced-ing CPE course year.] [(3) The requirements of this subsection and §365.16(c)(4) of this c
	[(1) A Course Provider receiving Board approval for the first time shall submit quarterly reports no later than March 15th, June 15th, September 15th and December 15th of the calendar year in which it received approval.] [(2) A Course Provider that is re-approved shall submit a report no later than September 15th of the calendar year in which it was re-approved; the report shall cover the implementation for the preced-ing CPE course year.] [(3) The requirements of this subsection and §365.16(c)(4) of this c

	(2) hold a current multipurpose residential fire protection sprinkler specialist endorsement issued by the Board that is in good standing in order to teach continuing education or training programs on: (A) how to design, install or inspect a multipurpose res-idential fire protection sprinkler system; or (B) material form NFPA 13; Standard for the Installa-tion of Sprinkler Systems, (3) hold a current water supply protection specialist en-dorsement issued by the Board that is in good standing in order to tea
	(2) hold a current multipurpose residential fire protection sprinkler specialist endorsement issued by the Board that is in good standing in order to teach continuing education or training programs on: (A) how to design, install or inspect a multipurpose res-idential fire protection sprinkler system; or (B) material form NFPA 13; Standard for the Installa-tion of Sprinkler Systems, (3) hold a current water supply protection specialist en-dorsement issued by the Board that is in good standing in order to tea
	(2) hold a current multipurpose residential fire protection sprinkler specialist endorsement issued by the Board that is in good standing in order to teach continuing education or training programs on: (A) how to design, install or inspect a multipurpose res-idential fire protection sprinkler system; or (B) material form NFPA 13; Standard for the Installa-tion of Sprinkler Systems, (3) hold a current water supply protection specialist en-dorsement issued by the Board that is in good standing in order to tea
	(2) hold a current multipurpose residential fire protection sprinkler specialist endorsement issued by the Board that is in good standing in order to teach continuing education or training programs on: (A) how to design, install or inspect a multipurpose res-idential fire protection sprinkler system; or (B) material form NFPA 13; Standard for the Installa-tion of Sprinkler Systems, (3) hold a current water supply protection specialist en-dorsement issued by the Board that is in good standing in order to tea




	[(1) In addition, a Course Instructor has a responsibility to his or her students and employer to:] [(A) be well-versed in and knowledgeable of the course materials and ensure that classroom presentations are based only on the course materials and other materials approved by the Board;] [(B) maintain an orderly and professional classroom en-vironment;] [(C) ensure that only students who receive the required number of clock hours of instruction (excluding any time spent on breaks from instruction) receive cr
	[(1) In addition, a Course Instructor has a responsibility to his or her students and employer to:] [(A) be well-versed in and knowledgeable of the course materials and ensure that classroom presentations are based only on the course materials and other materials approved by the Board;] [(B) maintain an orderly and professional classroom en-vironment;] [(C) ensure that only students who receive the required number of clock hours of instruction (excluding any time spent on breaks from instruction) receive cr

	and updates to the NFPA 99 and the fundamentals of medical gas pip-ing installation. [, and a notice informing students of the provisions contained in §365.20(d) -(f) of this chapter.] (1) The course materials shall not advertise or promote the sale of goods, products or services. (2) A Course Provider or Course Instructor shall not offer to buy back used course materials from a student or offer any other incentive intended to persuade the student not to retain the course ma-terials. (3) [In addition to the

	by comparing the out-of-state jurisdiction's requirements at the time the out-of-state license was issued to the Board's current requirements. [(c) After reviewing the credentials of an applicant who meets the criteria set forth in subsections (a) or (b) of this section, the Ex-ecutive Director may waive any prerequisite for obtaining a license or registration. The Executive Director may also waive a prerequisite if the applicant holds a current license issued by another jurisdiction that has a reciprocity 
	by comparing the out-of-state jurisdiction's requirements at the time the out-of-state license was issued to the Board's current requirements. [(c) After reviewing the credentials of an applicant who meets the criteria set forth in subsections (a) or (b) of this section, the Ex-ecutive Director may waive any prerequisite for obtaining a license or registration. The Executive Director may also waive a prerequisite if the applicant holds a current license issued by another jurisdiction that has a reciprocity 
	by comparing the out-of-state jurisdiction's requirements at the time the out-of-state license was issued to the Board's current requirements. [(c) After reviewing the credentials of an applicant who meets the criteria set forth in subsections (a) or (b) of this section, the Ex-ecutive Director may waive any prerequisite for obtaining a license or registration. The Executive Director may also waive a prerequisite if the applicant holds a current license issued by another jurisdiction that has a reciprocity 
	by comparing the out-of-state jurisdiction's requirements at the time the out-of-state license was issued to the Board's current requirements. [(c) After reviewing the credentials of an applicant who meets the criteria set forth in subsections (a) or (b) of this section, the Ex-ecutive Director may waive any prerequisite for obtaining a license or registration. The Executive Director may also waive a prerequisite if the applicant holds a current license issued by another jurisdiction that has a reciprocity 

	(h) A military spouse's application for out-of-state recognition will be presumed to show their intent to practice in Texas. (i) If the Board determines that the jurisdiction where the mil-itary spouse is currently licensed has licensing requirements that are substantially equivalent to the requirements for a Texas license as pro-vided for by Subsection (c) of this section, then the military spouse may engage in plumbing in Texas for a maximum of three (3) years from the date of recognition without a Texas 
	(h) A military spouse's application for out-of-state recognition will be presumed to show their intent to practice in Texas. (i) If the Board determines that the jurisdiction where the mil-itary spouse is currently licensed has licensing requirements that are substantially equivalent to the requirements for a Texas license as pro-vided for by Subsection (c) of this section, then the military spouse may engage in plumbing in Texas for a maximum of three (3) years from the date of recognition without a Texas 
	(h) A military spouse's application for out-of-state recognition will be presumed to show their intent to practice in Texas. (i) If the Board determines that the jurisdiction where the mil-itary spouse is currently licensed has licensing requirements that are substantially equivalent to the requirements for a Texas license as pro-vided for by Subsection (c) of this section, then the military spouse may engage in plumbing in Texas for a maximum of three (3) years from the date of recognition without a Texas 
	(h) A military spouse's application for out-of-state recognition will be presumed to show their intent to practice in Texas. (i) If the Board determines that the jurisdiction where the mil-itary spouse is currently licensed has licensing requirements that are substantially equivalent to the requirements for a Texas license as pro-vided for by Subsection (c) of this section, then the military spouse may engage in plumbing in Texas for a maximum of three (3) years from the date of recognition without a Texas 




	(4) an employee, contractor, or volunteer of a high school or institution of higher education, who provides at least 18 hours an-nually of instruction or training for a career and technology education program, may renew any license or endorsement if the person com-pletes six (6) hours of continuing education or training at least every three (3) years. §365.25. Temporary License. (a) The agency may issue temporary licenses to qualified, out-of-state plumbing professionals to work in Texas if the Governor of 
	(4) an employee, contractor, or volunteer of a high school or institution of higher education, who provides at least 18 hours an-nually of instruction or training for a career and technology education program, may renew any license or endorsement if the person com-pletes six (6) hours of continuing education or training at least every three (3) years. §365.25. Temporary License. (a) The agency may issue temporary licenses to qualified, out-of-state plumbing professionals to work in Texas if the Governor of 

	FISCAL NOTE -STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT Rene D. Truan, Executive Director of the Texas Board of Profes-sional Geoscientists, has determined that for each fiscal year of the first five years the rules are in effect these proposals have no foreseeable implications relating to cost or revenues of the state or of local governments caused by enforcing or administering the proposed rules. PUBLIC BENEFIT AND COST Mr. Truan has also determined that for each year of the first five years the section is in effect, the

	though Professional Geoscientists and Registered Geoscience Firms play a key role in environmental protection for the state of Texas, this proposal is not specifically intended to protect the en-vironment nor reduce risks to human health from environmental exposure. TAKINGS IMPACT ASSESSMENT Mr. Truan has determined that the proposal does not restrict or limit an owner's right to his or her property that would oth-erwise exist in the absence of government action and, there-fore, does not constitute a taking
	though Professional Geoscientists and Registered Geoscience Firms play a key role in environmental protection for the state of Texas, this proposal is not specifically intended to protect the en-vironment nor reduce risks to human health from environmental exposure. TAKINGS IMPACT ASSESSMENT Mr. Truan has determined that the proposal does not restrict or limit an owner's right to his or her property that would oth-erwise exist in the absence of government action and, there-fore, does not constitute a taking
	though Professional Geoscientists and Registered Geoscience Firms play a key role in environmental protection for the state of Texas, this proposal is not specifically intended to protect the en-vironment nor reduce risks to human health from environmental exposure. TAKINGS IMPACT ASSESSMENT Mr. Truan has determined that the proposal does not restrict or limit an owner's right to his or her property that would oth-erwise exist in the absence of government action and, there-fore, does not constitute a taking
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	sideration of a request for waiver. In accordance with TOC §1002.259, an approval of a waiver request requires a vote of two-thirds of the TBPG Appointed Board (6 affirmative votes), regardless of the num-ber of Board members in attendance. A request for the substitution of experience for education (provided by TOC §1002.255(b)) requires a simple majority vote of a quorum of the TBPG Appointed Board to be approved. (c) TBPG's Application Review and Continuing Education Committee Review: TBPG's Application R

	(B) M.S. and 13 years qualifying work experience; (C) Ph.D. and 10 years qualifying work experience. (4) ASBOG® Practice of Geology Examination Waiver. An applicant must meet minimum criteria in either Generalized Practice Experience or Specialized Practice Experience. (A) Generalized practice experience (must meet all four criteria): (i) Twenty (20) years of geosciences work experi-ence; (ii) Ten (10) years of supervisory experience (three or more individuals under supervision); (iii) Coursework in six of 
	(B) M.S. and 13 years qualifying work experience; (C) Ph.D. and 10 years qualifying work experience. (4) ASBOG® Practice of Geology Examination Waiver. An applicant must meet minimum criteria in either Generalized Practice Experience or Specialized Practice Experience. (A) Generalized practice experience (must meet all four criteria): (i) Twenty (20) years of geosciences work experi-ence; (ii) Ten (10) years of supervisory experience (three or more individuals under supervision); (iii) Coursework in six of 
	(B) M.S. and 13 years qualifying work experience; (C) Ph.D. and 10 years qualifying work experience. (4) ASBOG® Practice of Geology Examination Waiver. An applicant must meet minimum criteria in either Generalized Practice Experience or Specialized Practice Experience. (A) Generalized practice experience (must meet all four criteria): (i) Twenty (20) years of geosciences work experi-ence; (ii) Ten (10) years of supervisory experience (three or more individuals under supervision); (iii) Coursework in six of 
	(B) M.S. and 13 years qualifying work experience; (C) Ph.D. and 10 years qualifying work experience. (4) ASBOG® Practice of Geology Examination Waiver. An applicant must meet minimum criteria in either Generalized Practice Experience or Specialized Practice Experience. (A) Generalized practice experience (must meet all four criteria): (i) Twenty (20) years of geosciences work experi-ence; (ii) Ten (10) years of supervisory experience (three or more individuals under supervision); (iii) Coursework in six of 



	(III) Soil fertility and nutrient management; (IV) Soil physics; (V) Soil genesis and classification; (VI) Soil morphology; (VII) Soil biology and soil ecology; and (VIII) Soil and land use management. (iv) Demonstrate the ability to plan and conduct soil science investigations considering human health and safety. (B) Specialized practice experience: The applicant demonstrates twenty years or more of specialized work history in only one or two of the CSSE PPPO domains. One factor TBPG will consider is wheth
	(III) Soil fertility and nutrient management; (IV) Soil physics; (V) Soil genesis and classification; (VI) Soil morphology; (VII) Soil biology and soil ecology; and (VIII) Soil and land use management. (iv) Demonstrate the ability to plan and conduct soil science investigations considering human health and safety. (B) Specialized practice experience: The applicant demonstrates twenty years or more of specialized work history in only one or two of the CSSE PPPO domains. One factor TBPG will consider is wheth


	(A) Geology discipline: both the Fundamentals and Practice of Geology examinations administered by ASBOG®; (B) Geophysics discipline: the Texas Geophysics Ex-amination (TGE); or (C) Soil Science discipline: both the Fundamentals and Practice examinations administered by the Council of Soil Science Ex-aminers (CSSE); (2) The applicant must have at least 15 years of qualifying work experience; (3) The applicant must demonstrate the following: (A) Ability to work with others; (B) Ability to apply scientific me
	(A) Geology discipline: both the Fundamentals and Practice of Geology examinations administered by ASBOG®; (B) Geophysics discipline: the Texas Geophysics Ex-amination (TGE); or (C) Soil Science discipline: both the Fundamentals and Practice examinations administered by the Council of Soil Science Ex-aminers (CSSE); (2) The applicant must have at least 15 years of qualifying work experience; (3) The applicant must demonstrate the following: (A) Ability to work with others; (B) Ability to apply scientific me
	(A) Geology discipline: both the Fundamentals and Practice of Geology examinations administered by ASBOG®; (B) Geophysics discipline: the Texas Geophysics Ex-amination (TGE); or (C) Soil Science discipline: both the Fundamentals and Practice examinations administered by the Council of Soil Science Ex-aminers (CSSE); (2) The applicant must have at least 15 years of qualifying work experience; (3) The applicant must demonstrate the following: (A) Ability to work with others; (B) Ability to apply scientific me
	(A) Geology discipline: both the Fundamentals and Practice of Geology examinations administered by ASBOG®; (B) Geophysics discipline: the Texas Geophysics Ex-amination (TGE); or (C) Soil Science discipline: both the Fundamentals and Practice examinations administered by the Council of Soil Science Ex-aminers (CSSE); (2) The applicant must have at least 15 years of qualifying work experience; (3) The applicant must demonstrate the following: (A) Ability to work with others; (B) Ability to apply scientific me
	(A) Geology discipline: both the Fundamentals and Practice of Geology examinations administered by ASBOG®; (B) Geophysics discipline: the Texas Geophysics Ex-amination (TGE); or (C) Soil Science discipline: both the Fundamentals and Practice examinations administered by the Council of Soil Science Ex-aminers (CSSE); (2) The applicant must have at least 15 years of qualifying work experience; (3) The applicant must demonstrate the following: (A) Ability to work with others; (B) Ability to apply scientific me


	the education requirement for licensure may take the ASBOG® Funda-mentals of Geology examination as long as the applicant: (1) Has submitted any other necessary forms, documents, and fees; and (2) Has acknowledged that the Appointed Board must ap-prove an education waiver request or approve the substitution of ex-perience for education before the applicant may be licensed as a Pro-fessional Geoscientist and that the Appointed Board will not consider an education waiver or a request to substitute experience 

	TRD-202202392 Rene Truan Executive Director Texas Board of Professional Geoscientists Earliest possible date of adoption: August 7, 2022 For further information, please call: (512) 936-4428 ♦ ♦ ♦ TITLE 25. HEALTH SERVICES PART 1. DEPARTMENT OF STATE HEALTH SERVICES CHAPTER 133. HOSPITAL LICENSING SUBCHAPTER K. HOSPITAL LEVEL OF CARE DESIGNATIONS FOR MATERNAL CARE 25 TAC §§133.201 -133.211 The Executive Commissioner of the Texas Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC), on behalf of the Department of Stat


	Code §241.1837. The PAC and DSHS solicited comments from physicians who practice in the evaluation, diagnosis, treatment, and management of placenta accreta spectrum disorder; other health professionals who practice in the evaluation, diagnosis, treatment, and management of placenta accreta spectrum disorder; health researchers with expertise in placenta acc-reta spectrum disorder; representatives of patient advocacy organizations; and other interested persons during the rule development. A similar PAC subc
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	(q) defines the appeal process to include a "three-person appeal panel" as required by S.B. 749. Subsection (r)(2) defines the waiver agreement process also outlined in S. B. 749. Subsection (t) defines the process for a maternal facility to relinquish its level of designation. Subsection (u) defines that the hospital cannot claim it is a designated facility or imply it is a designated facility unless it has completed the maternal designation process. The proposed amendment to §133.205 provides clarity and 
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	The proposed amendment to §133.210 outlines and clarifies the role and expectations of the maternal designation survey teams for Levels II, III, and IV facilities. New §133.211 outlines the maternal facility's expectations re-garding participation in the Perinatal Care Regions. FISCAL NOTE Donna Shepperd, DSHS Chief Financial Officer, has determined that for each year of the first five years that the rules will be in effect, enforcing and administering the rules does not have foreseeable implications relati

	Donna Sheppard has also determined that for the first five years the rules are in effect, there are no anticipated economic costs to persons who are required to comply with the proposed rules because the maternal designation process began in 2018 and hospitals will be continuing their designation level. Hospitals are currently paying the designation fee and survey organizational fees. REGULATORY ANALYSIS DSHS has determined that this proposal is not a "major envi-ronmental rule" as defined by Government Cod
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	The purpose of this subchapter is to implement Texas Health and Safety Code, Chapter 241, Subchapter H, Hospital Level of Care Designations for Neonatal and Maternal Care, which requires a level of care des-ignation of maternal services to be eligible to receive reimbursement through the Medicaid program for maternal services. §133.202. Definitions. The following words and terms, when used in this subchapter, [shall] have the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates oth-erwise. (1) ACLS--Adv

	(15) [(12)] Intrapartum--During labor and delivery or childbirth. (16) Inter-facility transport--Transfer of a patient from one healthcare facility to another healthcare facility. (17) [(13)] Lactation consultant--A health care profes-sional who specializes in the clinical management of breastfeeding. (18) [(14)] Maternal--Pertaining to the mother. (19) Maternal Oversight Committee--A multidisciplinary committee responsible for the administrative oversight of the maternal program and having the authority fo
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	ous study and improvement process designed to improve system and patient outcomes. (33) [(27)] RAC--Regional Advisory Council as described in §157.123 of this title [(relating to Regional Emergency Medical Ser-vices/Trauma Systems)]. (34) [(28)] Supervision--Authoritative procedural guid-ance by a qualified person for the accomplishment of a function or activity with initial direction and periodic inspection of the actual act of accomplishing the function or activity. (35) Telehealth service--A health servi
	ous study and improvement process designed to improve system and patient outcomes. (33) [(27)] RAC--Regional Advisory Council as described in §157.123 of this title [(relating to Regional Emergency Medical Ser-vices/Trauma Systems)]. (34) [(28)] Supervision--Authoritative procedural guid-ance by a qualified person for the accomplishment of a function or activity with initial direction and periodic inspection of the actual act of accomplishing the function or activity. (35) Telehealth service--A health servi


	[(2) The PCRs will consider and facilitate transfer agree-ments through regional coordination.] [(3) A written plan identifies all resources available in the PCRs for perinatal care, including resources for emergency and disaster preparedness.] [(4) The PCRs are geographically divided by counties and are integrated into the existing 22 TSAs and the applicable Regional Advisory Council (RAC) of the TSA provided in §157.122 of this title (relating to Trauma Service Areas) and §157.123 of this title (relating 
	[(2) The PCRs will consider and facilitate transfer agree-ments through regional coordination.] [(3) A written plan identifies all resources available in the PCRs for perinatal care, including resources for emergency and disaster preparedness.] [(4) The PCRs are geographically divided by counties and are integrated into the existing 22 TSAs and the applicable Regional Advisory Council (RAC) of the TSA provided in §157.122 of this title (relating to Trauma Service Areas) and §157.123 of this title (relating 

	[including the Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement (QAPI) process]. (4) Level IV (Comprehensive Care). The Level IV mater-nal designated facility must [will]: (A) provide comprehensive care for pregnant and post-partum patients with low risk conditions to the most complex medical, surgical or [and/or] obstetrical conditions and their fetuses, that present a high risk of maternal morbidity or mortality; (B) ensure access to on-site consultation to a compre-hensive range of medical and maternal sub

	which would limit or could reasonably be perceived as limiting the surveyor's ability to serve in the best interest of the public. The conflict of interest may include a surveyor that personally trained a key member of the facility's leadership in residency or fellowship, collaborated with a key member of the facility's leadership profession-ally, participated in a designation consultation with the facility, had a previous working relationship with the facility or facility leaders, or conducted a designatio
	which would limit or could reasonably be perceived as limiting the surveyor's ability to serve in the best interest of the public. The conflict of interest may include a surveyor that personally trained a key member of the facility's leadership in residency or fellowship, collaborated with a key member of the facility's leadership profession-ally, participated in a designation consultation with the facility, had a previous working relationship with the facility or facility leaders, or conducted a designatio
	which would limit or could reasonably be perceived as limiting the surveyor's ability to serve in the best interest of the public. The conflict of interest may include a surveyor that personally trained a key member of the facility's leadership in residency or fellowship, collaborated with a key member of the facility's leadership profession-ally, participated in a designation consultation with the facility, had a previous working relationship with the facility or facility leaders, or conducted a designatio
	which would limit or could reasonably be perceived as limiting the surveyor's ability to serve in the best interest of the public. The conflict of interest may include a surveyor that personally trained a key member of the facility's leadership in residency or fellowship, collaborated with a key member of the facility's leadership profession-ally, participated in a designation consultation with the facility, had a previous working relationship with the facility or facility leaders, or conducted a designatio
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	(iv) the date the corrective actions were imple-mented; (v) how the corrective actions will be monitored; and (vi) documented evidence that the POC was imple-mented within 90 days of the designation survey; (E) [(5)] written evidence of annual participation in the applicable PCRs; and [Perinatal Care Region (PCR).] (F) any subsequent documents submitted by the date re-quested by the department. (2) The application includes full payment of the non-re-fundable, non-transferrable designation fee listed: (A) Le
	[(A) All completed applications, received on or before July 1, 2020, including the application fee, evidence of participation in the PCR, an appropriate attestation if required, survey report, and that meet the requirements of the requested designation level, will be issued a designation for the full three-year term.] [(B) Any facility that has not completed an on-site sur-vey to verify compliance with the requirements for a Level II, III or IV designation at the time of application must provide a self-surv
	[(A) All completed applications, received on or before July 1, 2020, including the application fee, evidence of participation in the PCR, an appropriate attestation if required, survey report, and that meet the requirements of the requested designation level, will be issued a designation for the full three-year term.] [(B) Any facility that has not completed an on-site sur-vey to verify compliance with the requirements for a Level II, III or IV designation at the time of application must provide a self-surv

	(k) If the department determines the facility meets the require-ments for maternal designation, the department provides the facility with a designation award letter and a designation certificate. (1) The facility must display its maternal designation cer-tificate in a public area of the licensed premises that is readily visible to patients, employees, and visitors. (2) The facility must not alter the maternal designation cer-tificate. Any alteration voids maternal designation for the remainder of that desig
	(k) If the department determines the facility meets the require-ments for maternal designation, the department provides the facility with a designation award letter and a designation certificate. (1) The facility must display its maternal designation cer-tificate in a public area of the licensed premises that is readily visible to patients, employees, and visitors. (2) The facility must not alter the maternal designation cer-tificate. Any alteration voids maternal designation for the remainder of that desig
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	Chief Medical Officer, or Chief Nursing Officer with documented evi-dence of how the facility meets the requirements for the requested des-ignation level. (1) The EMS/Trauma Systems Section will establish a three-person appeal panel and follow approved appeal panel guidelines to assess the facility's designation appeal as referenced in Texas Health and Safety Code §241.1836. (2) If the designation appeal panel upholds the original de-termination, the EMS/Trauma Systems Section Director will give writ-ten no
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	(B) the hospitals to which it customarily transfers out or transfers in maternal patients; (C) applicable PCRs and RACs; and (D) the department. (2) If the designated maternal facility is unable to comply with requirements to maintain its current designation, it must submit to the department a POC as described in subsection (a)(1)(D)(i) -(vi) of this section, and a request for a temporary exception to the designa-tion requirements. Any request for an exception must be submitted in writing from the Chief Exe
	(B) the hospitals to which it customarily transfers out or transfers in maternal patients; (C) applicable PCRs and RACs; and (D) the department. (2) If the designated maternal facility is unable to comply with requirements to maintain its current designation, it must submit to the department a POC as described in subsection (a)(1)(D)(i) -(vi) of this section, and a request for a temporary exception to the designa-tion requirements. Any request for an exception must be submitted in writing from the Chief Exe
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	(t) If the facility is relinquishing its maternal designation, the facility must provide 30 days written, advance notice of the relinquish-ment to the department, the applicable PCRs/RACs, EMS providers, and facilities it customarily transfers out or transfers in maternal pa-tients. The facility is responsible for continuing to provide maternal care services or ensuring a plan for maternal care continuity for the 30 days following the written notice of relinquishing its maternal desig-nation. (u) A hospital
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	(t) If the facility is relinquishing its maternal designation, the facility must provide 30 days written, advance notice of the relinquish-ment to the department, the applicable PCRs/RACs, EMS providers, and facilities it customarily transfers out or transfers in maternal pa-tients. The facility is responsible for continuing to provide maternal care services or ensuring a plan for maternal care continuity for the 30 days following the written notice of relinquishing its maternal desig-nation. (u) A hospital



	(B) a process to ensure and validate that these clinical guidelines based on current standards of maternal practice, policies, and procedures are reviewed and revised a minimum of every three years [periodic review and revision schedule for all maternal care poli-cies and procedures]; (C) written triage, stabilization, and transfer guidelines for pregnant and postpartum patients that include consultation and transport services; (D) written guidelines or protocols for prevention, early identification, early 
	(B) a process to ensure and validate that these clinical guidelines based on current standards of maternal practice, policies, and procedures are reviewed and revised a minimum of every three years [periodic review and revision schedule for all maternal care poli-cies and procedures]; (C) written triage, stabilization, and transfer guidelines for pregnant and postpartum patients that include consultation and transport services; (D) written guidelines or protocols for prevention, early identification, early 
	(B) a process to ensure and validate that these clinical guidelines based on current standards of maternal practice, policies, and procedures are reviewed and revised a minimum of every three years [periodic review and revision schedule for all maternal care poli-cies and procedures]; (C) written triage, stabilization, and transfer guidelines for pregnant and postpartum patients that include consultation and transport services; (D) written guidelines or protocols for prevention, early identification, early 



	(3) The facility must have a documented QAPI Plan. The maternal program must measure, analyze, and track quality indicators and other aspects of performance that the facility adopts or develops that reflect processes of care and is outcome based. (A) The Chief Executive Officer, Chief Medical Offi-cer, and Chief Nursing Officer must implement a culture of safety for the facility and ensure adequate resources to support a concurrent, data-driven QAPI Plan are available. (B) The facility must demonstrate that
	(3) The facility must have a documented QAPI Plan. The maternal program must measure, analyze, and track quality indicators and other aspects of performance that the facility adopts or develops that reflect processes of care and is outcome based. (A) The Chief Executive Officer, Chief Medical Offi-cer, and Chief Nursing Officer must implement a culture of safety for the facility and ensure adequate resources to support a concurrent, data-driven QAPI Plan are available. (B) The facility must demonstrate that
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	(3) The facility must have a documented QAPI Plan. The maternal program must measure, analyze, and track quality indicators and other aspects of performance that the facility adopts or develops that reflect processes of care and is outcome based. (A) The Chief Executive Officer, Chief Medical Offi-cer, and Chief Nursing Officer must implement a culture of safety for the facility and ensure adequate resources to support a concurrent, data-driven QAPI Plan are available. (B) The facility must demonstrate that



	(1) examining qualifications of medical staff requesting maternal privileges and making recommendations to the appropriate committee for such privileges; (2) assuring maternal medical staff competency in man-aging obstetrical emergencies, complications and resuscitation tech-niques; (3) monitoring maternal patient care from transport if ap-plicable, to admission, stabilization, operative intervention(s) if appli-cable, through discharge, and inclusive of the QAPI Plan [Program]; (4) participating in ongoing
	(1) examining qualifications of medical staff requesting maternal privileges and making recommendations to the appropriate committee for such privileges; (2) assuring maternal medical staff competency in man-aging obstetrical emergencies, complications and resuscitation tech-niques; (3) monitoring maternal patient care from transport if ap-plicable, to admission, stabilization, operative intervention(s) if appli-cable, through discharge, and inclusive of the QAPI Plan [Program]; (4) participating in ongoing
	(1) examining qualifications of medical staff requesting maternal privileges and making recommendations to the appropriate committee for such privileges; (2) assuring maternal medical staff competency in man-aging obstetrical emergencies, complications and resuscitation tech-niques; (3) monitoring maternal patient care from transport if ap-plicable, to admission, stabilization, operative intervention(s) if appli-cable, through discharge, and inclusive of the QAPI Plan [Program]; (4) participating in ongoing



	(7) develops collaborative relationships with other MPM(s) of designated facilities within the applicable Perinatal Care Region. §133.206. Maternal Designation Level I. (a) Level I (Basic Care). The Level I maternal designated fa-cility must [will]: (1) provide care for pregnant and postpartum patients who are generally healthy, and do not have medical, surgical, or obstetrical conditions that present a significant risk of maternal morbidity or mor-tality; and (2) have skilled personnel with documented trai
	(B) must [shall] complete annual continuing education, specific to the care of pregnant and postpartum patients, including com-plicated conditions. (7) Certified nurse midwives, physician assistants and nurse practitioners who provide care for maternal patients: (A) must [shall] operate under guidelines reviewed and approved by the MMD; and (B) must [shall] have a formal arrangement with a physician with obstetrics training or [and/or] experience, and with maternal privileges who must [will]: (i) provide ba
	(B) must [shall] complete annual continuing education, specific to the care of pregnant and postpartum patients, including com-plicated conditions. (7) Certified nurse midwives, physician assistants and nurse practitioners who provide care for maternal patients: (A) must [shall] operate under guidelines reviewed and approved by the MMD; and (B) must [shall] have a formal arrangement with a physician with obstetrics training or [and/or] experience, and with maternal privileges who must [will]: (i) provide ba
	(B) must [shall] complete annual continuing education, specific to the care of pregnant and postpartum patients, including com-plicated conditions. (7) Certified nurse midwives, physician assistants and nurse practitioners who provide care for maternal patients: (A) must [shall] operate under guidelines reviewed and approved by the MMD; and (B) must [shall] have a formal arrangement with a physician with obstetrics training or [and/or] experience, and with maternal privileges who must [will]: (i) provide ba



	(B) Ensure the availability and interpretation of non-stress testing, and electronic fetal monitoring. (C) A trial of labor for patients with prior cesarean de-livery must [shall] have the capability of anesthesia, cesarean delivery, and maternal resuscitation on-site during the trial of labor. (12) Resuscitation. The facility must [shall] have written policies and procedures specific to the facility for the stabilization and resuscitation of the pregnant or postpartum patient based on current standards of 
	(B) Ensure the availability and interpretation of non-stress testing, and electronic fetal monitoring. (C) A trial of labor for patients with prior cesarean de-livery must [shall] have the capability of anesthesia, cesarean delivery, and maternal resuscitation on-site during the trial of labor. (12) Resuscitation. The facility must [shall] have written policies and procedures specific to the facility for the stabilization and resuscitation of the pregnant or postpartum patient based on current standards of 
	(B) Ensure the availability and interpretation of non-stress testing, and electronic fetal monitoring. (C) A trial of labor for patients with prior cesarean de-livery must [shall] have the capability of anesthesia, cesarean delivery, and maternal resuscitation on-site during the trial of labor. (12) Resuscitation. The facility must [shall] have written policies and procedures specific to the facility for the stabilization and resuscitation of the pregnant or postpartum patient based on current standards of 
	(B) Ensure the availability and interpretation of non-stress testing, and electronic fetal monitoring. (C) A trial of labor for patients with prior cesarean de-livery must [shall] have the capability of anesthesia, cesarean delivery, and maternal resuscitation on-site during the trial of labor. (12) Resuscitation. The facility must [shall] have written policies and procedures specific to the facility for the stabilization and resuscitation of the pregnant or postpartum patient based on current standards of 
	(B) Ensure the availability and interpretation of non-stress testing, and electronic fetal monitoring. (C) A trial of labor for patients with prior cesarean de-livery must [shall] have the capability of anesthesia, cesarean delivery, and maternal resuscitation on-site during the trial of labor. (12) Resuscitation. The facility must [shall] have written policies and procedures specific to the facility for the stabilization and resuscitation of the pregnant or postpartum patient based on current standards of 


	coordination of staff education. Perinatal education for high risk events must [will] be provided at frequent intervals to prepare medical, nurs-ing, and ancillary staff for these emergencies. (16) [(15)] Support personnel with knowledge and skills in breastfeeding and lactation to meet the needs of maternal patients must [shall] be available at all times. (17) [(16)] Social services, pastoral care and bereavement services must [shall] be provided as appropriate to meet the needs of the patient population s

	(5) Medical and surgical physicians must [shall] be avail-able at all times and arrive at the patient bedside within 30 minutes of an urgent request. (6) Specialists, including behavioral health, must [shall] be available at all times for consultation appropriate to the patient popu-lation served. (7) Ensure that a qualified physician or certified nurse mid-wife with appropriate physician back-up is available to attend all de-liveries or other obstetrical emergencies. (8) The primary provider caring for a p
	(5) Medical and surgical physicians must [shall] be avail-able at all times and arrive at the patient bedside within 30 minutes of an urgent request. (6) Specialists, including behavioral health, must [shall] be available at all times for consultation appropriate to the patient popu-lation served. (7) Ensure that a qualified physician or certified nurse mid-wife with appropriate physician back-up is available to attend all de-liveries or other obstetrical emergencies. (8) The primary provider caring for a p
	(5) Medical and surgical physicians must [shall] be avail-able at all times and arrive at the patient bedside within 30 minutes of an urgent request. (6) Specialists, including behavioral health, must [shall] be available at all times for consultation appropriate to the patient popu-lation served. (7) Ensure that a qualified physician or certified nurse mid-wife with appropriate physician back-up is available to attend all de-liveries or other obstetrical emergencies. (8) The primary provider caring for a p


	(ii) implementing a massive transfusion protocol; (iii) ensuring guidelines for emergency release of blood components; and (iv) managing multiple blood component therapy. (D) Medical Imaging Services. (i) If preliminary reading of imaging studies pend-ing formal interpretation is performed, the preliminary findings must be documented in the medical record. (ii) There must [shall] be regular monitoring of the preliminary versus final reading in the QAPI Plan [Program]. (iii) Computed Tomography (CT) imaging 
	(ii) implementing a massive transfusion protocol; (iii) ensuring guidelines for emergency release of blood components; and (iv) managing multiple blood component therapy. (D) Medical Imaging Services. (i) If preliminary reading of imaging studies pend-ing formal interpretation is performed, the preliminary findings must be documented in the medical record. (ii) There must [shall] be regular monitoring of the preliminary versus final reading in the QAPI Plan [Program]. (iii) Computed Tomography (CT) imaging 


	(A) massive hemorrhage and transfusion of the preg-nant or postpartum patient in coordination of the blood bank, including management of unanticipated hemorrhage or [and/or] coagulopathy; (B) obstetrical hemorrhage, including promoting the identification of patients at risk, early diagnosis, and therapy to reduce morbidity and mortality; (C) placenta accreta spectrum disorder, including team education, risk factor assessment, screening, evaluation, diagnosis, re-ferral, treatment and multidisciplinary manag
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	cians or [and/or] Obstetrics and Gynecology Physicians with obstetrics training and privileges in maternal care; (5) have skilled personnel with documented training, com-petencies, and annual continuing education, specific for the population served; (6) facilitate transports; and (7) provide outreach education to lower level designated facilities, and as appropriate and applicable, to non-designated facili-ties, birthing centers, independent midwife practices, and prehospital providers based on findings in 

	(A) When telehealth or telemedicine is utilized for ma-ternal fetal medicine co-management for non-urgent inpatient situa-tions where an in-person response is not required, the facility must have the following: (i) a written plan for the appropriate use of tele-health/telemedicine for inpatient hospital care that is compliant with the Texas Medical Board Telemedicine rules, Texas Administrative Code, Title 22, Chapter 174, and the Texas Occupations Code, Chapter 111; (ii) a process for informed consent and 
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	(12) [(11)] Certified nurse midwives, physician assistants and nurse practitioners who provide care for maternal patients: (A) must [shall] operate under guidelines reviewed and approved by the MMD; and (B) must [shall] have a formal arrangement with a physician with obstetrics training or [and/or] experience, and with maternal privileges who must [will]: (i) provide back-up and consultation; (ii) arrive at the patient bedside within 30 minutes of an urgent request; and (iii) meet requirements for medical s
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	(A) personnel appropriately trained in the use of x-ray equipment available on-site at all times; (B) advanced imaging, including computed tomogra-phy (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and echocardiography available at all times; (C) interpretation of CT, MRI and echocardiography within a time period consistent with current standards of professional practice and maternal care; (D) basic ultrasonographic imaging for maternal or fe-tal assessment, including interpretation available at all times; and (E)
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	(B) obstetrical hemorrhage, including promoting the identification of patients at risk, early diagnosis, and therapy to reduce morbidity and mortality; (C) placenta accreta spectrum disorder, including team education, risk factor assessment, screening, evaluation, diagnosis, re-ferral, treatment and multidisciplinary management of both anticipated and unanticipated placenta accreta spectrum disorder cases; (D) [(C)] hypertensive disorders in pregnancy, includ-ing eclampsia and the postpartum patient to prom
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	(3) ensure capability to perform major surgery on-site; (4) have physicians with critical care training available at all times to actively collaborate with Maternal Fetal Medicine physi-cians or [and/or] Obstetrics and Gynecology physicians with obstetrics training, experience and privileges in maternal care; (5) have a maternal fetal medicine critical care team with expertise and privileges to manage or co-manage highly complex, crit-ically ill or unstable maternal patients; (6) have a placenta accreta spe
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	(3) A board-certified or board-eligible [board certified] ob-stetrics and gynecology physician with maternal privileges must [shall] be on-site at all times and available for urgent situations. (4) Ensure that a qualified physician, or a certified nurse midwife with appropriate physician back-up, is available to attend all deliveries or other obstetrical emergencies. (5) Intensive Care Services. The facility must [shall] have an adult Intensive Care Unit (ICU) and critical care capabilities for maternal pat
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	(C) all primary and secondary response team members must have full hospital privileges; and (i) a representative of each component of the pri-mary response team must be available at all times for on-site consul-tation and management, and arrive at the bedside within 30 minutes of an urgent request to attend to a patient with placenta accreta spectrum disorder; (ii) a representative of each component of the sec-ondary response team must be available at all times for on-site consul-tation and management, and 
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	(A) must [shall] operate under guidelines reviewed and approved by the MMD; and (B) must [shall] have a formal arrangement with a physician with obstetrics training or [and/or] experience, and with maternal privileges who must [will]: (i) provide back-up and consultation; (ii) arrive at the patient bedside within 30 minutes of an urgent request; and (iii) meet requirements for medical staff as de-scribed in §133.205 of this title (relating to Program Requirements) respectively. (12) [(11)] An on-call schedu
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	(B) advanced imaging, including computed tomogra-phy (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and echocardiography available at all times; (C) interpretation of CT, MRI and echocardiography within a time period consistent with current standards of professional practice and maternal care; (D) a radiologist with critical interventional radiology skills available at all times; (E) advanced ultrasonographic imaging for maternal or fetal assessment, including interpretation available at all times; and (F) a porta
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	(B) obstetrical hemorrhage, including promoting the identification of patients at risk, early diagnosis, and therapy to reduce morbidity and mortality; (C) placenta accreta spectrum disorder, including team education, risk factor assessment, screening, evaluation, diagnosis, referral, treatment, and multidisciplinary management of both antici-pated and unanticipated placenta accreta spectrum disorder cases; (D) [(C)] hypertensive disorders in pregnancy, includ-ing eclampsia and the postpartum patient to pro
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	minimum one obstetrics and gynecology physician and one maternal nurse who: [, all approved in advance by the office and currently active in the management of maternal patients at a facility providing the same or a higher level of maternal care.] (A) have completed a survey training course; (B) have observed a minimum of one maternal survey; (C) are currently active in the management of maternal patients and active in the maternal QAPI Plan and process at a facility providing the same or higher level of mat
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	[(1) have at least three years of experience in the care of maternal patients;] [(2) be currently employed and practicing in the coordina-tion of care for maternal patients;] [(3) have direct experience in the preparation for and suc-cessful completion of maternal facility verification and/or designation;] [(4) have successfully completed an office-approved ma-ternal facility site surveyor course and be successfully re-credentialed every four years; and] [(5) have current credentials as follows:] [(A) a reg
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	closure under Texas Government Code, Chapter 552, or discovery, sub-poena, or other means of legal compulsion for release to any person. §133.211. Perinatal Care Regions (PCRs). (a) The maternal medical director and maternal program man-ager must have evidence of annual participation in the PCR meetings, self-assessment, system development, perinatal activities, and collab-oratives. (b) The PCR must consider and facilitate transfer agreements through regional coordination. (c) The PCR must coordinate region
	BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE The purpose of the proposal is to reflect the transition of pro-grams from the Department of State Health Services to HHSC by repealing rules in Texas Administrative Code (TAC) Title 25, Part 1, Chapter 414, Subchapter P and simultaneously propos-ing new rules in 26 TAC Chapter 925. The new rules are pub-lished elsewhere in this issue of the Texas Register. The new rules reflect the transition of programs to HHSC; and update re-search protocols to align with applicable federal laws. S

	to persons who are required to comply with the proposed re-peals because there are no requirements to alter current busi-ness practices and there are no new fees or costs imposed. TAKINGS IMPACT ASSESSMENT HHSC has determined that the proposal does not restrict or limit an owner's right to his or her property that would otherwise exist in the absence of government action and, therefore, does not constitute a taking under Texas Government Code §2007.043. PUBLIC COMMENT Written comments on the proposal may be
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	Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 20, 2022. TRD-202202300 Karen Ray Chief Counsel Department of State Health Services Earliest possible date of adoption: August 7, 2022 For further information, please call: (512) 438-3049 ♦ ♦ ♦ TITLE 26. HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES PART 1. HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES COMMISSION CHAPTER 567. CERTIFICATE OF PUBLIC ADVANTAGE The Executive Commissioner of the Texas Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC) proposes the amendments to §567.2, concerning Defini




	an application is not complete until it contains all supplementary information and the application fee. The proposed amendment also clarifies the requirements for redacting application data from public release and the start date for HHSC's deadline to grant or deny the application. The proposed amendment to §567.25 updates the section title to "Application Fees," clarifies the fees under subsection (a) are "application" fees, makes non-substantive stylistic changes, and removes the supervision fee informati
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	der a COPA or ancillary service area to ensure the activities of the hospital continue to benefit the public. The proposed amendment to §567.54 clarifies the deadline un-der subsections (b) and (c). FISCAL NOTE Trey Wood, Chief Financial Officer, has determined that for each year of the first five years that the rules will be in effect, there will be a reduction in supervision fees collected by the agency, which will result in a loss of revenue to state government, as a result of enforcing and administering
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	(5) Terms or conditions--Any actions or measures that HHSC may require as a condition for issuing a COPA or allowing continued operation under a COPA. §567.6. Scope. (a) A Certificate of Public Advantage (COPA) is issued for a merger agreement between the parties identified in a COPA application. (b) A COPA is limited to the parties that apply for a COPA [may not be altered]. (c) Any terms or conditions for a COPA are separate from the COPA itself. The Texas Health and Human Services Commission re-tains the
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	(5) [(6)] pending sale of or change in ownership of any hos-pital party to the agreement; (6) [(7)] bankruptcy filing of any hospital party to the agreement; or (7) [(8)] federal antitrust action related to the COPA. §567.22. Application. (a) The acquiring party in a proposed merger agreement (the applicant) may apply to the Texas Health and Human Services Com-mission (HHSC) for a Certificate of Public Advantage (COPA) gov-erning the merger agreement. (b) The acquiring party must submit an application as sp
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	efficiency, and accessibility of health care services offered to the public; and] [(B) whether the likely benefits resulting from the pro-posed merger agreement outweigh any disadvantages attributable to a reduction in competition that may result from the proposed merger;] [(13) the application fee;] [(14) any evidence of support from municipalities and counties served by each hospital party to the proposed merger; and] [(15) any additional information HHSC deems necessary based on the circumstances specifi
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	(b) The fee for a Certificate of Public Advantage [(COPA)] application is $75,000 and must be submitted with the application. [(c) The annual fee for supervision of a COPA is $200,000 for each hospital party to the merger agreement.] [(1) The first supervision fee shall be paid no later than 30 calendar days after the date HHSC issued the COPA.] [(2) Each subsequent supervision fee shall be paid no later than the anniversary of the date HHSC issued the COPA.] §567.26. Conditions for Issuing a Certificate of
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	(3) HHSC shall publish on its website and directly notify each hospital operating under the COPA of the amount of the supervi-sion fee annually and at least 90 days before any increase takes effect. (4) Each hospital operating under a COPA shall pay the first supervision fee no later than 30 calendar days after the date HHSC issues the COPA. (5) Each hospital operating under a COPA shall pay each subsequent supervision fee no later than the anniversary of the date HHSC issued the COPA. The agency certifies 
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	(3) a market analysis of current rates using geographical area; (4) a capital expenditures requirement beginning with the requested implementation date; (5) [(3)] if applicable, any change in reimbursement rates under a reimbursement agreement with a third-party payor; (6) [(4)] for an agreement with a third-party payor, other than an agreement described by paragraph (7) [(5)] of this subsection, or in which rates are set under the Medicare or Medicaid program, in-formation showing: (A) that the hospital an
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	(1) the proposed rate change likely benefits the public by maintaining or improving the quality, efficiency, and accessibility of health care services offered to the public; and (2) the proposed rate does not inappropriately exceed com-petitive rates for comparable services in the hospital's market area. (g) HHSC shall deny or modify the proposed rate change to meet requirements outlined in subsection (f) of this section, if HHSC determines that the proposed rate change does not satisfy subsection (f) of th
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	(1) investigate the hospital's activities; and (2) require the hospital to perform a certain action or re-frain from a certain action or revoke the hospital's certificate of public advantage, if HHSC determines that: (A) the hospital is not complying with Texas Health and Safety Code Chapter 314A, this chapter, or a term or condition of com-pliance with the Certificate of Public Advantage (COPA) governing the hospital's immunized activities; (B) HHSC's approval and issuance of the COPA was obtained as a res
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	(C) ensures allegations of misconduct regarding the ad-herence to scientific standards in research are properly investigated; and (D) conforms with the requirements of 45 Code of Fed-eral Regulations Part 46, Subparts A, B, C, and D. §925.2. Application. This chapter applies to research involving one or more of the following: (1) Texas Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC) in-patient or community-based mental health services; (2) HHSC community-based substance use services; (3) HHSC intellectual or de
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	(F) services delivered by other HHSC-contracted be-havioral health providers required to submit data and information to HHSC. (7) HHSC services authorized person--A person with the authority to allow research at the proposed research site where HHSC services are delivered (i.e., superintendent, director, or chief executive officer). (8) Human subject--Consistent with 45 CFR §46.102(e)(1), a living individual about whom an investigator (whether professional or student) conducting research: (A) obtains inform
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	(C) telephone numbers; (D) fax numbers; (E) electronic mail addresses; (F) social security numbers; (G) medical record numbers; (H) health plan beneficiary numbers; (I) account numbers; (J) certificate or license numbers; (K) vehicle identifiers and serial numbers; (L) device identifiers and serial numbers; (M) Web universal resource locators (URLs); (N) Internet protocol (IP) address numbers; (O) biometric identifiers, including finger and voice prints; and (P) full face photographic images and comparable 
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	(i) an individual's name, address, date of birth, or Social Security number; (ii) an individual's medical record or case number; (iii) a photograph or recording of an individual; (iv) statements made by an individual, either orally or in writing, while seeking or receiving HHSC services; (v) any acknowledgment that an individual is seek-ing or receiving or has sought or received HHSC services; (vi) direct identifiers of relatives, employers, or household members of the individual; and (vii) any information 
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	(28) Texas Health and Human Services Commission Privacy Division--The HHSC workforce responsible for creating and maintaining privacy policies and procedures and investigating potential unauthorized disclosures of protected health information, personally identifiable information, and sensitive personal informa-tion. The Privacy Division is responsible for declaring whether an incident is a breach of information and notifying or recommending notification to affected individuals. The Privacy Division acts as 
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	(6) An investigator may not approach an individual receiv-ing HHSC services under an order of protective custody pursuant to the Texas Health and Safety Code Chapter 574 about participation in a re-search study involving an investigational medication or device prior to the entry of an order for temporary or extended mental health services. (7) Research may not be conducted with a human subject who is involuntarily committed if the research involves: (A) placebos as the primary medication therapy; (B) medica
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	(b) In accordance with 45 CFR §46.114, cooperative research, defined as projects that involve more than one institution, must rely on a single IRB to review and approve the portion of research conducted in the United States. (c) The designated IRB will be one of the following: (1) an external IRB with IRB2 approval; or (2) the IRB2. (d) The membership of the designated IRB must comply with the requirements in 45 CFR §46.107. (e) In addition to 45 CFR §46.107, the IRB2 membership must include at least three 
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	(A) its policies and procedures designed for protecting the rights, privacy, and welfare of human subjects are being applied; and (B) research is being conducted in accordance with the approved protocol; (5) maintain records of its operations in accordance with 45 CFR §46.115; (6) maintain documentation of its continuing review of all approved and active research protocols; and (7) maintain documentation of any unanticipated serious problems or events involving risks to the human subjects or others. (b) Eac
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	tal Health Services) and 40 TAC Chapter 4, Subchapter C (relating to Rights of Individuals with an Intellectual Disability). §§925.8. Informed Consent. Requirements for approval of proposed research. Investigators shall ensure: (1) procedures for obtaining and documenting informed consent meet the requirements in 45 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) §46.116 and 45 CFR §46.117 and address: (A) any extension of the subject's length of stay because of participation in the research; (B) the subject's ability to
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	has given consent. Objection may be conveyed verbally, in writing, behaviorally, or by other indications or means; and (7) procedures to ensure, throughout the course of the re-search study, human subjects' comprehension and capacity are assessed and enhanced since informed consent is an ongoing process. §§925.9. Using and Disclosing Protected Health Information in Re-search. (a) Except as provided by this section, to use or disclose pro-tected health information (PHI), an authorization is required that: (1
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	Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 20, 2022. TRD-202202301 Karen Ray Chief Counsel Health and Human Services Commission Earliest possible date of adoption: August 7, 2022 For further information, please call: (512) 438-3049 ♦ ♦ ♦ TITLE 31. NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION PART 2. TEXAS PARKS AND WILDLIFE DEPARTMENT CHAPTER 51. EXECUTIVE SUBCHAPTER G. NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS 31 TAC §51.168 The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department proposes new 31 TAC §51.168, concerning Promotion of Hunt
	Accordingly, the department has not prepared a regulatory flex-ibility analysis under Government Code, Chapter 2006. The department has not filed a local impact statement with the Texas Workforce Commission as required by the Administrative Procedures Act, §2001.022, as the agency has determined that the rule as proposed will not impact local economies. The department has determined that Government Code, §2001.0225 (Regulatory Analysis of Major Environmental Rules), does not apply to the proposed rule. The 
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	(1) An NPP must provide angling and hunting opportuni-ties on private lands and/or public waters in Texas. (2) Except as specifically provided in this section, hunting and fishing activities under this section shall be conducted in accor-dance with all regulations that prescribe seasons, bag limits, gear re-strictions, lawful means and methods, and special provisions govern-ing the take of wildlife resources. All federal requirements regarding hunting and fishing (duck stamp, CITES tag requirements, permits
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	(10) An NPP shall maintain a daily harvest log of hunting or fishing activity conducted. (A) The daily harvest log shall be on a form provided or approved by the department. (B) The representative of an NPP who accompanies a participant who engages in hunting or fishing activities shall, on the same day that a wildlife resource is killed or caught, legibly enter the following information in the daily harvest log: (i) the name of the NPP representative; (ii) the name of the person who killed or caught the re
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	mit, which the department no longer has the authority to issue. Therefore, references to that permit should be removed from var-ious sections. Robert Macdonald, Regulations Coordinator, has determined that for each of the first five years the proposed amendment is in effect, there will be no fiscal implications to state or local govern-ment as a result of enforcing or administering the amendment as proposed, as the department ceased issuing the permit in 2018 when the federal authorization to issue it was e
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	(2) nonrefundable application processing fee for amend-ment to existing permit--$30. If the amendment includes additional release sites, the fee prescribed by paragraph (1) of this subsection shall be imposed for each additional release site. (b) Game bird and animal breeding licenses: (1) game animal breeder's--$79; (2) class 1 commercial game bird breeder's--$189; and (3) class 2 commercial game bird breeder's--$27. (c) Commercial nongame permits: (1) resident nongame permit--$19; (2) nonresident nongame 
	(2) nonrefundable application processing fee for amend-ment to existing permit--$30. If the amendment includes additional release sites, the fee prescribed by paragraph (1) of this subsection shall be imposed for each additional release site. (b) Game bird and animal breeding licenses: (1) game animal breeder's--$79; (2) class 1 commercial game bird breeder's--$189; and (3) class 2 commercial game bird breeder's--$27. (c) Commercial nongame permits: (1) resident nongame permit--$19; (2) nonresident nongame 
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	(6) oyster lease application--$200; and (7) oyster lease renewal/transfer/sale--$200.[; and] [(8) double-crested cormorant control permit--$13.] The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority to adopt. Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 24, 2022. TRD-202202347 James Murphy General Counsel Texas Parks and Wildlife Department Earliest possible date of adoption: August 7, 2022 For further information, please c
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	in turn could drive market demand for exotic species and pose additional threats to native species and ecosystems, as one of the main components of the spread of exotic species is their in-tentional or accidental release to the wild for various reasons. Therefore, the proposed amendments would function in concert to restrict the issuance of controlled exotic species permits for zoological display only to facilities that the department deter-mines are engaged in bona fide educational activities and do not en
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	The department has determined that Government Code, §2001.0225 (Regulatory Analysis of Major Environmental Rules), does not apply to the proposed rules. The department has determined that there will not be a taking of private real property, as defined by Government Code, Chapter 2007, as a result of the proposed rules. In compliance with the requirements of Government Code, §2001.0221, the department has prepared the following Govern-ment Growth Impact Statement (GGIS). The rules as proposed, if adopted, wi
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	James Murphy General Counsel Texas Parks and Wildlife Department Earliest possible date of adoption: August 7, 2022 For further information, please call: (512) 389-4775 ♦ ♦ ♦ CHAPTER 65. WILDLIFE SUBCHAPTER A. STATEWIDE HUNTING PROCLAMATION DIVISION 2. OPEN SEASONS AND BAG LIMITS 31 TAC §65.46 The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department proposes an amend-ment to 31 TAC §65.46, concerning Squirrel: Open Seasons, Bag, and Possession Limits. The proposed amendment would re-establish the season dates and bag limits
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	Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 24, 2022. TRD-202202350 James Murphy General Counsel Texas Parks and Wildlife Department Earliest possible date of adoption: August 7, 2022 For further information, please call: (512) 389-4775 ♦ ♦ ♦ SUBCHAPTER B. DISEASE DETECTION AND RESPONSE DIVISION 1. CHRONIC WASTING DISEASE (CWD) 31 TAC §65.81, §65.82 The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department proposes amend-ments to 31 TAC §65.81 and §65.82, concerning Disease Detection and Response. The proposed am

	received confirmation that a free-ranging 5.5-year-old female white-tailed deer within the current CZ had tested positive for CWD. The action enlarges the current CZ in order to comport the CZ with existing parameters for containment zones and is necessary to provide for additional surveillance within the recalculated parameters. On February 26, 2020, the department received confirmation that a 5.5-year-old female white-tailed deer in a deer breeding facility in Kimble County had tested positive for CWD. Tw
	received confirmation that a free-ranging 5.5-year-old female white-tailed deer within the current CZ had tested positive for CWD. The action enlarges the current CZ in order to comport the CZ with existing parameters for containment zones and is necessary to provide for additional surveillance within the recalculated parameters. On February 26, 2020, the department received confirmation that a 5.5-year-old female white-tailed deer in a deer breeding facility in Kimble County had tested positive for CWD. Tw
	and rural communities. As required by Government Code, §2006.002(g), in April 2008, the Office of the Attorney General issued guidelines to assist state agencies in determining a proposed rule's potential adverse economic impact on small businesses. These guidelines state that "(g)enerally, there is no need to examine the indirect effects of a proposed rule on entities outside of an agency's regulatory jurisdiction." The guidelines state that an agency need only consider a proposed rule's "direct adverse ec
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	to regulation; and not positively or adversely affect the state's economy. Comments on the proposed rule may be submitted to Mitch Lockwood, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, 4200 Smith School Road, Austin, Texas, 78744; (830) 792-9677 (e-mail: mitch.lockwood@tpwd.texas.gov); or via the department's website at www.tpwd.texas.gov. The amendments are proposed under the authority of Parks and Wildlife Code, Chapter 43, Subchapter C, which requires the commission to adopt rules to govern the collecting, hold
	to regulation; and not positively or adversely affect the state's economy. Comments on the proposed rule may be submitted to Mitch Lockwood, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, 4200 Smith School Road, Austin, Texas, 78744; (830) 792-9677 (e-mail: mitch.lockwood@tpwd.texas.gov); or via the department's website at www.tpwd.texas.gov. The amendments are proposed under the authority of Parks and Wildlife Code, Chapter 43, Subchapter C, which requires the commission to adopt rules to govern the collecting, hold
	to regulation; and not positively or adversely affect the state's economy. Comments on the proposed rule may be submitted to Mitch Lockwood, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, 4200 Smith School Road, Austin, Texas, 78744; (830) 792-9677 (e-mail: mitch.lockwood@tpwd.texas.gov); or via the department's website at www.tpwd.texas.gov. The amendments are proposed under the authority of Parks and Wildlife Code, Chapter 43, Subchapter C, which requires the commission to adopt rules to govern the collecting, hold
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	29.32392831860; -99.39630476800, 29.32415889530; -99.39708532160, 29.32439629070; -99.39786314330, 29.32464047990; -99.39863815610, 29.32489143930; -99.39941028290, 29.32514914500; -99.40017944770, 29.32541356960; -99.40094557350, 29.32568468930; -99.40170858530, 29.32596247480; -99.40246840710, 29.32624690060; -99.40322496390, 29.32653793740; -99.40397818180, 29.32683555700; -99.40472798370, 29.32713973010; -99.40547429770, 29.32745042570; -99.40621704900, 29.32776761380; -99.40695616450, 29.32809126320; -
	29.37176702790; -99.44912571680, 29.37246059310; -99.44935519660, 29.37315619490; -99.44957675940, 29.37385376180; -99.44979038490, 29.37455322770; -99.44999605150, 29.37525452120; -99.45019373790, 29.37595757370; -99.45038342470, 29.37666231540; -99.45056509260, 29.37736867590; -99.45073872410, 29.37807658640; -99.45090430200, 29.37878597640; -99.45106180900, 29.37949677450; -99.45121122880, 29.38020891100; -99.45135254830, 29.38092231540; -99.45148575110, 29.38163691720; -99.45161082500, 29.38235264510; -
	29.43186317740; -99.46715819020, 29.43216527980; -99.46927443500, 29.43258941830; -99.47135448190, 29.43313377710; -99.47338942910, 29.43379602830; -99.47537056890, 29.43457333750; -99.47728942350, 29.43546237820; -99.47913777990, 29.43645934750; -99.48090772700, 29.43755997770; -99.48259168830, 29.43875956020; -99.48418245390, 29.44005296130; -99.48567321320, 29.44143464540; -99.48705758160, 29.44289870000; -99.48832962970, 29.44443885730; -99.48948390730, 29.44604852740; -99.49051546970, 29.44772082000; -
	29.53503400120; -99.49008214660, 29.53565486130; -99.49050118090, 29.53627940050; -99.49091308740, 29.53690755630; -99.49131782690, 29.53753926620; -99.49171535840, 29.53817446780; -99.49210564170, 29.53881309860; -99.49248863900, 29.53945509440; -99.49286431320, 29.54010039280; -99.49323262420, 29.54074892950; -99.49359353820, 29.54140063930; -99.49394701710, 29.54205545890; -99.49429302710, 29.54271332330; -99.49463153320, 29.54337416620; -99.49496250260, 29.54403792440; -99.49528590040, 29.54470452920; -

	29.60177953610; -99.49449102610, 29.60244209710; -99.49414916620, 29.60310171630; -99.49379980310, 29.60375832780; -99.49344297130, 29.60441186480; -99.49307870500, 29.60506226410; -99.49270704070, 29.60570945980; -99.49232801580, 29.60635338870; -99.49194166780, 29.60699398680; -99.49154803410, 29.60763119080; -99.49114715340, 29.60826493580; -99.49073906700, 29.60889516040; -99.49032381360, 29.60952180240; -99.48990143470, 29.61014479860; -99.48947197200, 29.61076408660; -99.48903546910, 29.61137960710; -
	29.60177953610; -99.49449102610, 29.60244209710; -99.49414916620, 29.60310171630; -99.49379980310, 29.60375832780; -99.49344297130, 29.60441186480; -99.49307870500, 29.60506226410; -99.49270704070, 29.60570945980; -99.49232801580, 29.60635338870; -99.49194166780, 29.60699398680; -99.49154803410, 29.60763119080; -99.49114715340, 29.60826493580; -99.49073906700, 29.60889516040; -99.49032381360, 29.60952180240; -99.48990143470, 29.61014479860; -99.48947197200, 29.61076408660; -99.48903546910, 29.61137960710; -
	29.64396154730; -99.43458305710, 29.64410471440; -99.43376886570, 29.64424080260; -99.43295316160, 29.64436979610; -99.43213602600, 29.64449168250; -99.43131753850, 29.64460645040; -99.43049778240, 29.64471408840; -99.42967683740, 29.64481458510; -99.42885478660, 29.64490793090; -99.42803171100, 29.64499411700; -99.42720769240, 29.64507313300; -99.42638281280, 29.64514497390; -99.42555715320, 29.64520963000; -99.42473079760, 29.64526709620; -99.42390382590, 29.64531736670; -99.42307632200, 29.64536043630; -
	29.64396154730; -99.43458305710, 29.64410471440; -99.43376886570, 29.64424080260; -99.43295316160, 29.64436979610; -99.43213602600, 29.64449168250; -99.43131753850, 29.64460645040; -99.43049778240, 29.64471408840; -99.42967683740, 29.64481458510; -99.42885478660, 29.64490793090; -99.42803171100, 29.64499411700; -99.42720769240, 29.64507313300; -99.42638281280, 29.64514497390; -99.42555715320, 29.64520963000; -99.42473079760, 29.64526709620; -99.42390382590, 29.64531736670; -99.42307632200, 29.64536043630; -
	29.64396154730; -99.43458305710, 29.64410471440; -99.43376886570, 29.64424080260; -99.43295316160, 29.64436979610; -99.43213602600, 29.64449168250; -99.43131753850, 29.64460645040; -99.43049778240, 29.64471408840; -99.42967683740, 29.64481458510; -99.42885478660, 29.64490793090; -99.42803171100, 29.64499411700; -99.42720769240, 29.64507313300; -99.42638281280, 29.64514497390; -99.42555715320, 29.64520963000; -99.42473079760, 29.64526709620; -99.42390382590, 29.64531736670; -99.42307632200, 29.64536043630; -

	29.62600673210; -99.26478297540, 29.62462265680; -99.26339933220, 29.62315635870; -99.26212845190, 29.62161412050; -99.26097577450, 29.62000254920; -99.25994623180, 29.61832854980; -99.25904422740, 29.61659929130; -99.25852031490, 29.61543045890; -99.25566836700, 29.60863858110; -99.25542530450, 29.60803948970; -99.25435713440, 29.60531221090; -99.24894385420, 29.59224370810; -99.24874612880, 29.59175258830; -99.24811052520, 29.58993518740; -99.24761230000, 29.58808534140; -99.24725358040, 29.58621097370; -
	29.62600673210; -99.26478297540, 29.62462265680; -99.26339933220, 29.62315635870; -99.26212845190, 29.62161412050; -99.26097577450, 29.62000254920; -99.25994623180, 29.61832854980; -99.25904422740, 29.61659929130; -99.25852031490, 29.61543045890; -99.25566836700, 29.60863858110; -99.25542530450, 29.60803948970; -99.25435713440, 29.60531221090; -99.24894385420, 29.59224370810; -99.24874612880, 29.59175258830; -99.24811052520, 29.58993518740; -99.24761230000, 29.58808534140; -99.24725358040, 29.58621097370; -


	29.52320790430; -99.26200958730, 29.52264823110; -99.26233906980, 29.52209138190; -99.26267490810, 29.52153741210; -99.26301706870, 29.52098637660; -99.26336551790, 29.52043833020; -99.26372022100, 29.51989332720; -99.26408114290, 29.5193514217; -99.26444824790, 29.51881266750; -99.26482149930, 29.51827711800; -99.26520086050, 29.51774482640; -99.26558629360, 29.51721584560; -99.26597776040, 29.51669022800; -99.26637522220, 29.51616802580; -99.26677863960, 29.51564929090; -99.26718797250, 29.51513407470; -9
	29.52320790430; -99.26200958730, 29.52264823110; -99.26233906980, 29.52209138190; -99.26267490810, 29.52153741210; -99.26301706870, 29.52098637660; -99.26336551790, 29.52043833020; -99.26372022100, 29.51989332720; -99.26408114290, 29.5193514217; -99.26444824790, 29.51881266750; -99.26482149930, 29.51827711800; -99.26520086050, 29.51774482640; -99.26558629360, 29.51721584560; -99.26597776040, 29.51669022800; -99.26637522220, 29.51616802580; -99.26677863960, 29.51564929090; -99.26718797250, 29.51513407470; -9

	29.48363586950; -99.23724553510, 29.48311872380; -99.23684509140, 29.48259807830; -99.23645062330, 29.48207398550; -99.23606216940, 29.48154649690; -99.23567976840, 29.48101566400; -99.23530345800, 29.48048154010; -99.23493327670, 29.47994417810; -99.23456925970, 29.47940363050; -99.23421144290, 29.47885995200; -99.23385986390, 29.47831319650; -99.23351455530, 29.47776341620; -99.23317555180, 29.47721066750; -99.23284288870, 29.47665500510; -99.23251659740, 29.47609648280; -99.23219671010, 29.47553515700; -
	29.48363586950; -99.23724553510, 29.48311872380; -99.23684509140, 29.48259807830; -99.23645062330, 29.48207398550; -99.23606216940, 29.48154649690; -99.23567976840, 29.48101566400; -99.23530345800, 29.48048154010; -99.23493327670, 29.47994417810; -99.23456925970, 29.47940363050; -99.23421144290, 29.47885995200; -99.23385986390, 29.47831319650; -99.23351455530, 29.47776341620; -99.23317555180, 29.47721066750; -99.23284288870, 29.47665500510; -99.23251659740, 29.47609648280; -99.23219671010, 29.47553515700; -


	29.42619956700; -99.22948301030, 29.42561195410; -99.22974056440, 29.42502654270; -99.23000479750, 29.42444339070; -99.23027568450, 29.42386255530; -99.23055319830, 29.42328409520; -99.23083731110, 29.42270806760; -99.23112799510, 29.42213452880; -99.23142522060, 29.42156353680; -99.23172895890, 29.42099514800; -99.23203918040, 29.42042941800; -99.23235585360, 29.41986640390; -99.23267894700, 29.41930616130; -99.23300842830, 29.41874874510; -99.23334426610, 29.41819421170; -99.23368642620, 29.41764261580; -
	29.42619956700; -99.22948301030, 29.42561195410; -99.22974056440, 29.42502654270; -99.23000479750, 29.42444339070; -99.23027568450, 29.42386255530; -99.23055319830, 29.42328409520; -99.23083731110, 29.42270806760; -99.23112799510, 29.42213452880; -99.23142522060, 29.42156353680; -99.23172895890, 29.42099514800; -99.23203918040, 29.42042941800; -99.23235585360, 29.41986640390; -99.23267894700, 29.41930616130; -99.23300842830, 29.41874874510; -99.23334426610, 29.41819421170; -99.23368642620, 29.41764261580; -
	29.42619956700; -99.22948301030, 29.42561195410; -99.22974056440, 29.42502654270; -99.23000479750, 29.42444339070; -99.23027568450, 29.42386255530; -99.23055319830, 29.42328409520; -99.23083731110, 29.42270806760; -99.23112799510, 29.42213452880; -99.23142522060, 29.42156353680; -99.23172895890, 29.42099514800; -99.23203918040, 29.42042941800; -99.23235585360, 29.41986640390; -99.23267894700, 29.41930616130; -99.23300842830, 29.41874874510; -99.23334426610, 29.41819421170; -99.23368642620, 29.41764261580; -
	29.42619956700; -99.22948301030, 29.42561195410; -99.22974056440, 29.42502654270; -99.23000479750, 29.42444339070; -99.23027568450, 29.42386255530; -99.23055319830, 29.42328409520; -99.23083731110, 29.42270806760; -99.23112799510, 29.42213452880; -99.23142522060, 29.42156353680; -99.23172895890, 29.42099514800; -99.23203918040, 29.42042941800; -99.23235585360, 29.41986640390; -99.23267894700, 29.41930616130; -99.23300842830, 29.41874874510; -99.23334426610, 29.41819421170; -99.23368642620, 29.41764261580; -

	29.38705976880; -99.27895202880, 29.38689920840; -99.27964961540, 29.38674469210; -99.28034893390, 29.38659623620; -99.28104991340, 29.38645385490; -99.28175248650, 29.38631756220; -99.28245658140, 29.38618737140; -99.28316212880, 29.38606329600; -99.28386905970, 29.38594534770; -99.28457730380, 29.38583353900; -99.28528678950, 29.38572788010; -99.28599744840, 29.38562838200; -99.28670920850, 29.38553505490; -99.28742200090, 29.38544790750; -99.28813575260, 29.38536694900; -99.28885039460, 29.38529218670; -
	29.38705976880; -99.27895202880, 29.38689920840; -99.27964961540, 29.38674469210; -99.28034893390, 29.38659623620; -99.28104991340, 29.38645385490; -99.28175248650, 29.38631756220; -99.28245658140, 29.38618737140; -99.28316212880, 29.38606329600; -99.28386905970, 29.38594534770; -99.28457730380, 29.38583353900; -99.28528678950, 29.38572788010; -99.28599744840, 29.38562838200; -99.28670920850, 29.38553505490; -99.28742200090, 29.38544790750; -99.28813575260, 29.38536694900; -99.28885039460, 29.38529218670; -


	29.39936886730; -99.34378766750, 29.39977141510; -99.34433493000, 29.40017872820; -99.34487750960, 29.40059076750; -99.34541535320, 29.40100749140; -99.34594840800, 29.40142885850; -99.34647661900, 29.40185482790; -99.34699993610, 29.40228535570; -99.34751830690, 29.40272039970; -99.34803167870, 29.40315991760; -99.34854000280, 29.40360386530; -99.34904322640, 29.40405219840; -99.34954130070, 29.40450487200; -99.34961401930, 29.40457229290; -99.35050123300, 29.40456670370; -99.35420483420, 29.40453969670; -
	29.39936886730; -99.34378766750, 29.39977141510; -99.34433493000, 29.40017872820; -99.34487750960, 29.40059076750; -99.34541535320, 29.40100749140; -99.34594840800, 29.40142885850; -99.34647661900, 29.40185482790; -99.34699993610, 29.40228535570; -99.34751830690, 29.40272039970; -99.34803167870, 29.40315991760; -99.34854000280, 29.40360386530; -99.34904322640, 29.40405219840; -99.34954130070, 29.40450487200; -99.34961401930, 29.40457229290; -99.35050123300, 29.40456670370; -99.35420483420, 29.40453969670; -

	29.48144855270; -99.49006319320, 29.48186506680; -99.49023994020, 29.48220237920; -99.49038425640, 29.48261999990; -99.49058043490, 29.48297377290; -99.49144289720, 29.48520586050; -99.49146025260, 29.48596947110; -99.49128670440, 29.48640334020; -99.49041896610, 29.48783510870; -99.49008922520, 29.48818220450; -99.48940370650, 29.48854664950; -99.48933429290, 29.48862475060; -99.48929090600, 29.48885904040; -99.48930826060, 29.48905862010; -99.48942974420, 29.48943174770; -99.48958593690, 29.48976148850; -
	29.48144855270; -99.49006319320, 29.48186506680; -99.49023994020, 29.48220237920; -99.49038425640, 29.48261999990; -99.49058043490, 29.48297377290; -99.49144289720, 29.48520586050; -99.49146025260, 29.48596947110; -99.49128670440, 29.48640334020; -99.49041896610, 29.48783510870; -99.49008922520, 29.48818220450; -99.48940370650, 29.48854664950; -99.48933429290, 29.48862475060; -99.48929090600, 29.48885904040; -99.48930826060, 29.48905862010; -99.48942974420, 29.48943174770; -99.48958593690, 29.48976148850; -


	29.56199124430; -99.48402618100, 29.56267726440; -99.48375328440, 29.56336094230; -99.48347261050, 29.56404221030; -99.48318418720, 29.56472100070; -99.48288804280, 29.56539724620; -99.48258420650, 29.56607087960; -99.48227270840, 29.56674183420; -99.48195357920, 29.56741004330; -99.48162685040, 29.56807544060; -99.48129255420, 29.56873796010; -99.48095072380, 29.56939753600; -99.48060139270, 29.57005410290; -99.48024459570, 29.57070759560; -99.47988036800, 29.57135794930; -99.47950874540, 29.57200509940; -
	29.56199124430; -99.48402618100, 29.56267726440; -99.48375328440, 29.56336094230; -99.48347261050, 29.56404221030; -99.48318418720, 29.56472100070; -99.48288804280, 29.56539724620; -99.48258420650, 29.56607087960; -99.48227270840, 29.56674183420; -99.48195357920, 29.56741004330; -99.48162685040, 29.56807544060; -99.48129255420, 29.56873796010; -99.48095072380, 29.56939753600; -99.48060139270, 29.57005410290; -99.48024459570, 29.57070759560; -99.47988036800, 29.57135794930; -99.47950874540, 29.57200509940; -
	29.56199124430; -99.48402618100, 29.56267726440; -99.48375328440, 29.56336094230; -99.48347261050, 29.56404221030; -99.48318418720, 29.56472100070; -99.48288804280, 29.56539724620; -99.48258420650, 29.56607087960; -99.48227270840, 29.56674183420; -99.48195357920, 29.56741004330; -99.48162685040, 29.56807544060; -99.48129255420, 29.56873796010; -99.48095072380, 29.56939753600; -99.48060139270, 29.57005410290; -99.48024459570, 29.57070759560; -99.47988036800, 29.57135794930; -99.47950874540, 29.57200509940; -
	29.56199124430; -99.48402618100, 29.56267726440; -99.48375328440, 29.56336094230; -99.48347261050, 29.56404221030; -99.48318418720, 29.56472100070; -99.48288804280, 29.56539724620; -99.48258420650, 29.56607087960; -99.48227270840, 29.56674183420; -99.48195357920, 29.56741004330; -99.48162685040, 29.56807544060; -99.48129255420, 29.56873796010; -99.48095072380, 29.56939753600; -99.48060139270, 29.57005410290; -99.48024459570, 29.57070759560; -99.47988036800, 29.57135794930; -99.47950874540, 29.57200509940; -

	29.60864701000; -99.42864381950, 29.60885309230; -99.42784711680, 29.60905224720; -99.42704818110, 29.60924445500; -99.42624709170, 29.60942969660; -99.42544392820, 29.60960795340; -99.42463877050, 29.60977920790; -99.42383169840, 29.60994344300; -99.42302279230, 29.61010064230; -99.42221213250, 29.61025079030; -99.42139979940, 29.61039387210; -99.42058587390, 29.61052987340; -99.41977043680, 29.61065878060; -99.41895356920, 29.61078058110; -99.41813535210, 29.61089526270; -99.41731586700, 29.61100281390; -
	29.60864701000; -99.42864381950, 29.60885309230; -99.42784711680, 29.60905224720; -99.42704818110, 29.60924445500; -99.42624709170, 29.60942969660; -99.42544392820, 29.60960795340; -99.42463877050, 29.60977920790; -99.42383169840, 29.60994344300; -99.42302279230, 29.61010064230; -99.42221213250, 29.61025079030; -99.42139979940, 29.61039387210; -99.42058587390, 29.61052987340; -99.41977043680, 29.61065878060; -99.41895356920, 29.61078058110; -99.41813535210, 29.61089526270; -99.41731586700, 29.61100281390; -


	29.60834729580; -99.35579767710, 29.60860429150; -99.35513848770, 29.60885559230; -99.35447645290, 29.60910117330; -99.35381163830, 29.60934101040; -99.35370668800, 29.60937781120; -99.35274370020, 29.61096363800; -99.35160081870, 29.61258047620; -99.35033933010, 29.61412852320; -99.34896463490, 29.61560114870; -99.34748261710, 29.61699204200; -99.34589962330, 29.61829524420; -99.34422243220, 29.61950517170; -99.34245822670, 29.62061663950; -99.34061456430, 29.62162488580; -99.33869934400, 29.62252558970; -

	30.36489829520; -99.67891470550, 30.36548187040; -99.67926295430, 30.36606391440; -99.67965466960, 30.36671044570; -99.67976457160, 30.36689341470; -99.68033394380, 30.36784958850; -99.68069940250, 30.36848209490; -99.68110363450, 30.36923041450; -99.68115288840, 30.36932507690; -99.68164128190, 30.37031201670; -99.68186455470, 30.37079983660; -99.68190772670, 30.37089670500; -99.68244431460, 30.37219104650; -99.68252472940, 30.37240318770; -99.68256168900, 30.37250197030; -99.68292311190, 30.37353270560; -
	30.36489829520; -99.67891470550, 30.36548187040; -99.67926295430, 30.36606391440; -99.67965466960, 30.36671044570; -99.67976457160, 30.36689341470; -99.68033394380, 30.36784958850; -99.68069940250, 30.36848209490; -99.68110363450, 30.36923041450; -99.68115288840, 30.36932507690; -99.68164128190, 30.37031201670; -99.68186455470, 30.37079983660; -99.68190772670, 30.37089670500; -99.68244431460, 30.37219104650; -99.68252472940, 30.37240318770; -99.68256168900, 30.37250197030; -99.68292311190, 30.37353270560; -
	30.37467255410; -99.59193043630, 30.37279998160; -99.59244223560, 30.37095247640; -99.59309227100, 30.36913794860; -99.59387775000, 30.36736416610; -99.59479530410, 30.36563872200; -99.59584099880, 30.36396900160; -99.59701035040, 30.36236215260; -99.59829834880, 30.36082505220; -99.59969947650, 30.35936427870; -99.60120773080, 30.35798608380; -99.60281665440, 30.35669636630; -99.60451935700, 30.35550064420; -99.60540738080, 30.35493733740; -99.60543808850, 30.35491852200; -99.60546294390, 30.35489405770; -
	30.37467255410; -99.59193043630, 30.37279998160; -99.59244223560, 30.37095247640; -99.59309227100, 30.36913794860; -99.59387775000, 30.36736416610; -99.59479530410, 30.36563872200; -99.59584099880, 30.36396900160; -99.59701035040, 30.36236215260; -99.59829834880, 30.36082505220; -99.59969947650, 30.35936427870; -99.60120773080, 30.35798608380; -99.60281665440, 30.35669636630; -99.60451935700, 30.35550064420; -99.60540738080, 30.35493733740; -99.60543808850, 30.35491852200; -99.60546294390, 30.35489405770; -
	30.37467255410; -99.59193043630, 30.37279998160; -99.59244223560, 30.37095247640; -99.59309227100, 30.36913794860; -99.59387775000, 30.36736416610; -99.59479530410, 30.36563872200; -99.59584099880, 30.36396900160; -99.59701035040, 30.36236215260; -99.59829834880, 30.36082505220; -99.59969947650, 30.35936427870; -99.60120773080, 30.35798608380; -99.60281665440, 30.35669636630; -99.60451935700, 30.35550064420; -99.60540738080, 30.35493733740; -99.60543808850, 30.35491852200; -99.60546294390, 30.35489405770; -
	the city of Alice before intersecting with U.S. 281 North; thence north along U.S. 281 to F.M. 624. (I) [(H)] Existing SZs may be modified and additional SZs may be designated as necessary by the executive director as pro-vided in §65.84 of this title (relating to Powers and Duties of the Ex-ecutive Director). (2) (No change.) The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority to adopt. Filed with the Office of the Secretary of Sta
	the city of Alice before intersecting with U.S. 281 North; thence north along U.S. 281 to F.M. 624. (I) [(H)] Existing SZs may be modified and additional SZs may be designated as necessary by the executive director as pro-vided in §65.84 of this title (relating to Powers and Duties of the Ex-ecutive Director). (2) (No change.) The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority to adopt. Filed with the Office of the Secretary of Sta
	the city of Alice before intersecting with U.S. 281 North; thence north along U.S. 281 to F.M. 624. (I) [(H)] Existing SZs may be modified and additional SZs may be designated as necessary by the executive director as pro-vided in §65.84 of this title (relating to Powers and Duties of the Ex-ecutive Director). (2) (No change.) The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority to adopt. Filed with the Office of the Secretary of Sta



	In compliance with the requirements of Government Code, §2001.0241, the department has prepared the following Gov-ernment Growth Impact Statement (GGIS). The amendment as proposed, if adopted, will neither create nor eliminate a government program; not result in an increase or decrease in the number of full-time equivalent employee needs; not result in a need for additional General Revenue funding; not affect the amount of any fee; not create a new regulation; not expand, limit, or repeal an existing regula
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	Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 24, 2022. TRD-202202348 James Murphy General Counsel Texas Parks and Wildlife Department Earliest possible date of adoption: August 7, 2022 For further information, please call: (512) 389-4775 ♦ ♦ ♦ SUBCHAPTER W. SPECIAL PERMITS 31 TAC §65.901 The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department proposes the repeal of 31 TAC §65.901, concerning Cormorant Control Permit. The double-crested cormorant (Phalacrocorax auritus) is a long-lived, colonial-nesting waterbird


	Procedures Act, §2001.022, as the agency has determined that the repeal as proposed will not impact local economies. The department has determined that Government Code, §2001.0225 (Regulatory Analysis of Major Environmental Rules), does not apply to the proposed repeal. The department has determined that there will not be a taking of private real property, as defined by Government Code, Chapter 2007, as a result of the proposed repeal. In compliance with the requirements of Government Code, §2001.0241, the 
	Procedures Act, §2001.022, as the agency has determined that the repeal as proposed will not impact local economies. The department has determined that Government Code, §2001.0225 (Regulatory Analysis of Major Environmental Rules), does not apply to the proposed repeal. The department has determined that there will not be a taking of private real property, as defined by Government Code, Chapter 2007, as a result of the proposed repeal. In compliance with the requirements of Government Code, §2001.0241, the 
	Procedures Act, §2001.022, as the agency has determined that the repeal as proposed will not impact local economies. The department has determined that Government Code, §2001.0225 (Regulatory Analysis of Major Environmental Rules), does not apply to the proposed repeal. The department has determined that there will not be a taking of private real property, as defined by Government Code, Chapter 2007, as a result of the proposed repeal. In compliance with the requirements of Government Code, §2001.0241, the 
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	and Credit Transferred from TRS Pursuant to the Government Code, Title 8), §71.14 (Payments to Establish or Reestablish Service Credit), §71.17 (Credit for Unused Accumulated Leave), §71.19 (Transfer of Service between the Teacher Retirement System of Texas (TRS) and the Employees Retirement System of Texas (ERS)), §71.29 (Purchase of Additional Service Credit), and §71.31 (Credit Purchase Option for Certain Waiting Period Service). ERS is a constitutional trust fund established as set forth in Arti-cle XVI
	and Credit Transferred from TRS Pursuant to the Government Code, Title 8), §71.14 (Payments to Establish or Reestablish Service Credit), §71.17 (Credit for Unused Accumulated Leave), §71.19 (Transfer of Service between the Teacher Retirement System of Texas (TRS) and the Employees Retirement System of Texas (ERS)), §71.29 (Purchase of Additional Service Credit), and §71.31 (Credit Purchase Option for Certain Waiting Period Service). ERS is a constitutional trust fund established as set forth in Arti-cle XVI
	and Credit Transferred from TRS Pursuant to the Government Code, Title 8), §71.14 (Payments to Establish or Reestablish Service Credit), §71.17 (Credit for Unused Accumulated Leave), §71.19 (Transfer of Service between the Teacher Retirement System of Texas (TRS) and the Employees Retirement System of Texas (ERS)), §71.29 (Purchase of Additional Service Credit), and §71.31 (Credit Purchase Option for Certain Waiting Period Service). ERS is a constitutional trust fund established as set forth in Arti-cle XVI
	and Credit Transferred from TRS Pursuant to the Government Code, Title 8), §71.14 (Payments to Establish or Reestablish Service Credit), §71.17 (Credit for Unused Accumulated Leave), §71.19 (Transfer of Service between the Teacher Retirement System of Texas (TRS) and the Employees Retirement System of Texas (ERS)), §71.29 (Purchase of Additional Service Credit), and §71.31 (Credit Purchase Option for Certain Waiting Period Service). ERS is a constitutional trust fund established as set forth in Arti-cle XVI


	you may email Ms. Hamilton at general.counsel@ers.texas.gov. The deadline for receiving comments is Monday, August 8, 2022, at 10:00 a.m. The amendments are proposed under Tex. Gov't Code §815.102, which provides authorization for the ERS Board of Trustees to adopt rules necessary for the administration of the funds of the retirement system and regarding the transaction of any other business of the board, and Tex. Gov't Code §820.004, which authorizes the board to adopt rules necessary to implement the cash
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	(b) [(a)] A member or contributing member may purchase eligible service creditable in the [retirement] system in accordance with Tex. Gov't Code [the Government Code,] Chapter 813. The [retirement] system shall grant the applicable amount of service credit after each payment made under this section is equal to the amount required to establish one or more months of creditable service. (c) [(b)] Service credit that may be established or reestablished includes military service credit, service credit previously
	(b) [(a)] A member or contributing member may purchase eligible service creditable in the [retirement] system in accordance with Tex. Gov't Code [the Government Code,] Chapter 813. The [retirement] system shall grant the applicable amount of service credit after each payment made under this section is equal to the amount required to establish one or more months of creditable service. (c) [(b)] Service credit that may be established or reestablished includes military service credit, service credit previously
	(b) [(a)] A member or contributing member may purchase eligible service creditable in the [retirement] system in accordance with Tex. Gov't Code [the Government Code,] Chapter 813. The [retirement] system shall grant the applicable amount of service credit after each payment made under this section is equal to the amount required to establish one or more months of creditable service. (c) [(b)] Service credit that may be established or reestablished includes military service credit, service credit previously
	(b) [(a)] A member or contributing member may purchase eligible service creditable in the [retirement] system in accordance with Tex. Gov't Code [the Government Code,] Chapter 813. The [retirement] system shall grant the applicable amount of service credit after each payment made under this section is equal to the amount required to establish one or more months of creditable service. (c) [(b)] Service credit that may be established or reestablished includes military service credit, service credit previously





	(c) [(b)] Forms. (1) Applications for transfer shall [will] be made using forms prescribed by ERS. (2) ERS shall [will] cooperate with TRS in an effort to make such application forms for ERS comparable to those used by TRS. (d) [(c)] Notice. (1) A person who elects to transfer service credit pursuant to these rules must file the appropriate form to make such transfer not more than 90 days prior to the person's retirement effective date[,] but not later than the [said] effective date. (2) ERS shall [will] no
	(c) [(b)] Forms. (1) Applications for transfer shall [will] be made using forms prescribed by ERS. (2) ERS shall [will] cooperate with TRS in an effort to make such application forms for ERS comparable to those used by TRS. (d) [(c)] Notice. (1) A person who elects to transfer service credit pursuant to these rules must file the appropriate form to make such transfer not more than 90 days prior to the person's retirement effective date[,] but not later than the [said] effective date. (2) ERS shall [will] no
	(c) [(b)] Forms. (1) Applications for transfer shall [will] be made using forms prescribed by ERS. (2) ERS shall [will] cooperate with TRS in an effort to make such application forms for ERS comparable to those used by TRS. (d) [(c)] Notice. (1) A person who elects to transfer service credit pursuant to these rules must file the appropriate form to make such transfer not more than 90 days prior to the person's retirement effective date[,] but not later than the [said] effective date. (2) ERS shall [will] no
	(c) [(b)] Forms. (1) Applications for transfer shall [will] be made using forms prescribed by ERS. (2) ERS shall [will] cooperate with TRS in an effort to make such application forms for ERS comparable to those used by TRS. (d) [(c)] Notice. (1) A person who elects to transfer service credit pursuant to these rules must file the appropriate form to make such transfer not more than 90 days prior to the person's retirement effective date[,] but not later than the [said] effective date. (2) ERS shall [will] no

	(h) [(g)] Military credit. Any transferred military service which would result in a member receiving service credit in excess of that permitted under ERS rules shall [will] not be accepted. (i) [(h)] Termination of membership. The transfer of ERS credit to TRS shall [will] terminate membership in ERS[,] and shall [will] cancel all rights to benefits from ERS based on that service. (j) [(i)] Service in the month following retirement. In accor-dance with rules adopted by the retirement systems under Tex. Gov'
	(h) [(g)] Military credit. Any transferred military service which would result in a member receiving service credit in excess of that permitted under ERS rules shall [will] not be accepted. (i) [(h)] Termination of membership. The transfer of ERS credit to TRS shall [will] terminate membership in ERS[,] and shall [will] cancel all rights to benefits from ERS based on that service. (j) [(i)] Service in the month following retirement. In accor-dance with rules adopted by the retirement systems under Tex. Gov'
	(h) [(g)] Military credit. Any transferred military service which would result in a member receiving service credit in excess of that permitted under ERS rules shall [will] not be accepted. (i) [(h)] Termination of membership. The transfer of ERS credit to TRS shall [will] terminate membership in ERS[,] and shall [will] cancel all rights to benefits from ERS based on that service. (j) [(i)] Service in the month following retirement. In accor-dance with rules adopted by the retirement systems under Tex. Gov'
	(h) [(g)] Military credit. Any transferred military service which would result in a member receiving service credit in excess of that permitted under ERS rules shall [will] not be accepted. (i) [(h)] Termination of membership. The transfer of ERS credit to TRS shall [will] terminate membership in ERS[,] and shall [will] cancel all rights to benefits from ERS based on that service. (j) [(i)] Service in the month following retirement. In accor-dance with rules adopted by the retirement systems under Tex. Gov'




	2013. For service purchase calculations performed prior to September 1, 2014, the previously adopted tables apply. [Copies of these tables are available from the System's executive director, Employees Retire-ment System of Texas at 200 E. 18th Street, P.O. Box 13207, Austin, Texas 78711-3207.] The actuarial present value shall be based on: (1) the member's age on the date of the deposit required by this subsection; (2) the earliest date on which the member will become eli-gible to retire and receive a servi
	(2) has made a retirement contribution in accordance with Tex. Gov't Code §813.201[, Texas Government Code]; and (3) makes application for the establishment of service credit and payment of the required contributions in accordance with procedures developed by ERS. (d) [(c)] An eligible member shall deposit with the system in a lump sum a contribution in the amount determined by the system to be the actuarial present value of the benefit attributable to the service credit established under this section. The 
	(2) has made a retirement contribution in accordance with Tex. Gov't Code §813.201[, Texas Government Code]; and (3) makes application for the establishment of service credit and payment of the required contributions in accordance with procedures developed by ERS. (d) [(c)] An eligible member shall deposit with the system in a lump sum a contribution in the amount determined by the system to be the actuarial present value of the benefit attributable to the service credit established under this section. The 
	(2) has made a retirement contribution in accordance with Tex. Gov't Code §813.201[, Texas Government Code]; and (3) makes application for the establishment of service credit and payment of the required contributions in accordance with procedures developed by ERS. (d) [(c)] An eligible member shall deposit with the system in a lump sum a contribution in the amount determined by the system to be the actuarial present value of the benefit attributable to the service credit established under this section. The 



	time as required by Tex. Gov't Code §815.105, [Texas Government Code,] in effect on the date the service credit is established. [Copies of these tables are available from the System's executive director, Em-ployees Retirement System of Texas at 200 E. 18th Street, P.O. Box 13207, Austin, Texas 78711-3207.] The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority to adopt. Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 27, 2022. 
	time as required by Tex. Gov't Code §815.105, [Texas Government Code,] in effect on the date the service credit is established. [Copies of these tables are available from the System's executive director, Em-ployees Retirement System of Texas at 200 E. 18th Street, P.O. Box 13207, Austin, Texas 78711-3207.] The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority to adopt. Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 27, 2022. 
	time as required by Tex. Gov't Code §815.105, [Texas Government Code,] in effect on the date the service credit is established. [Copies of these tables are available from the System's executive director, Em-ployees Retirement System of Texas at 200 E. 18th Street, P.O. Box 13207, Austin, Texas 78711-3207.] The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority to adopt. Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 27, 2022. 

	(4) the proposed amendments will not require an increase or decrease in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed amendments will create a new rule or regula-tion; (6) the proposed amendments will not expand, limit, or repeal an existing rule or regulation; (7) the proposed amendments will not increase or decrease the number of individuals subject to the rules' applicability; and (8) the proposed amendments will not positively or adversely af-fect the state's economy. Ms. Robin Hardaway, Director of Custome
	(4) the proposed amendments will not require an increase or decrease in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed amendments will create a new rule or regula-tion; (6) the proposed amendments will not expand, limit, or repeal an existing rule or regulation; (7) the proposed amendments will not increase or decrease the number of individuals subject to the rules' applicability; and (8) the proposed amendments will not positively or adversely af-fect the state's economy. Ms. Robin Hardaway, Director of Custome
	(4) the proposed amendments will not require an increase or decrease in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed amendments will create a new rule or regula-tion; (6) the proposed amendments will not expand, limit, or repeal an existing rule or regulation; (7) the proposed amendments will not increase or decrease the number of individuals subject to the rules' applicability; and (8) the proposed amendments will not positively or adversely af-fect the state's economy. Ms. Robin Hardaway, Director of Custome
	(4) the proposed amendments will not require an increase or decrease in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed amendments will create a new rule or regula-tion; (6) the proposed amendments will not expand, limit, or repeal an existing rule or regulation; (7) the proposed amendments will not increase or decrease the number of individuals subject to the rules' applicability; and (8) the proposed amendments will not positively or adversely af-fect the state's economy. Ms. Robin Hardaway, Director of Custome
	(4) the proposed amendments will not require an increase or decrease in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed amendments will create a new rule or regula-tion; (6) the proposed amendments will not expand, limit, or repeal an existing rule or regulation; (7) the proposed amendments will not increase or decrease the number of individuals subject to the rules' applicability; and (8) the proposed amendments will not positively or adversely af-fect the state's economy. Ms. Robin Hardaway, Director of Custome
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	[(a) To be considered hired by the state of Texas on or before August 31, 2009, an employee holding a position included in the em-ployee class of membership:] [(1) must be a member of the retirement system on or be-fore August 31, 2009, and thereafter; or] [(2) must have been continuously employed by the state of Texas since on or before August 31, 2009, and deposited with the Em-ployees Retirement System of Texas at least one contribution immedi-ately upon completion of the membership waiting period provid
	[(a) To be considered hired by the state of Texas on or before August 31, 2009, an employee holding a position included in the em-ployee class of membership:] [(1) must be a member of the retirement system on or be-fore August 31, 2009, and thereafter; or] [(2) must have been continuously employed by the state of Texas since on or before August 31, 2009, and deposited with the Em-ployees Retirement System of Texas at least one contribution immedi-ately upon completion of the membership waiting period provid

	class of membership, that employee will not be considered to have been hired on or before August 31, 2013, for determination of eligibility for retirement benefits.] [(f) To be considered hired by the state of Texas on or after September 1, 2013, an employee holding a position included in the employee class of membership:] [(1) must be hired by the state of Texas on or after Septem-ber 1, 2013, and not meet the requirements in subsection (d) of this section; or] [(2) meets the requirements in subsection (e)
	class of membership, that employee will not be considered to have been hired on or before August 31, 2013, for determination of eligibility for retirement benefits.] [(f) To be considered hired by the state of Texas on or after September 1, 2013, an employee holding a position included in the employee class of membership:] [(1) must be hired by the state of Texas on or after Septem-ber 1, 2013, and not meet the requirements in subsection (d) of this section; or] [(2) meets the requirements in subsection (e)
	class of membership, that employee will not be considered to have been hired on or before August 31, 2013, for determination of eligibility for retirement benefits.] [(f) To be considered hired by the state of Texas on or after September 1, 2013, an employee holding a position included in the employee class of membership:] [(1) must be hired by the state of Texas on or after Septem-ber 1, 2013, and not meet the requirements in subsection (d) of this section; or] [(2) meets the requirements in subsection (e)




	(g) An annuity increase under subsection (f) of this section is not payable before the first month following the month in which the retirement system receives satisfactory evidence under subsection (f) of this section [is received by the retirement system]. (h) An adjustment under [the provisions of] subsection (f) of this section shall include any reduction option factor applicable to a survivor benefit. §73.21. Reduction Factor for Age and Retirement Option. (a) Actuarial assumptions, mortality tables, an
	(g) An annuity increase under subsection (f) of this section is not payable before the first month following the month in which the retirement system receives satisfactory evidence under subsection (f) of this section [is received by the retirement system]. (h) An adjustment under [the provisions of] subsection (f) of this section shall include any reduction option factor applicable to a survivor benefit. §73.21. Reduction Factor for Age and Retirement Option. (a) Actuarial assumptions, mortality tables, an
	(g) An annuity increase under subsection (f) of this section is not payable before the first month following the month in which the retirement system receives satisfactory evidence under subsection (f) of this section [is received by the retirement system]. (h) An adjustment under [the provisions of] subsection (f) of this section shall include any reduction option factor applicable to a survivor benefit. §73.21. Reduction Factor for Age and Retirement Option. (a) Actuarial assumptions, mortality tables, an
	(g) An annuity increase under subsection (f) of this section is not payable before the first month following the month in which the retirement system receives satisfactory evidence under subsection (f) of this section [is received by the retirement system]. (h) An adjustment under [the provisions of] subsection (f) of this section shall include any reduction option factor applicable to a survivor benefit. §73.21. Reduction Factor for Age and Retirement Option. (a) Actuarial assumptions, mortality tables, an
	(g) An annuity increase under subsection (f) of this section is not payable before the first month following the month in which the retirement system receives satisfactory evidence under subsection (f) of this section [is received by the retirement system]. (h) An adjustment under [the provisions of] subsection (f) of this section shall include any reduction option factor applicable to a survivor benefit. §73.21. Reduction Factor for Age and Retirement Option. (a) Actuarial assumptions, mortality tables, an


	deaths first reported to ERS prior to September 1, 2014, the previously adopted factors apply.] (d) The 2000 reduction factors for the partial lump sum option apply to retirements effective on or after January 1, 2000, but prior to September 1 [through August 31], 2009, and are those factors adopted by the board on December 8, 1999, based on assumptions adopted by the board on December 9, 1998. The 2009 reduction factors for the par-tial lump sum option apply to retirements effective on or after Septem-ber 
	deaths first reported to ERS prior to September 1, 2014, the previously adopted factors apply.] (d) The 2000 reduction factors for the partial lump sum option apply to retirements effective on or after January 1, 2000, but prior to September 1 [through August 31], 2009, and are those factors adopted by the board on December 8, 1999, based on assumptions adopted by the board on December 9, 1998. The 2009 reduction factors for the par-tial lump sum option apply to retirements effective on or after Septem-ber 


	(A) The amount that the member contributed for the first full month of membership service that is after the member's date of release from active military duty and that is credited in the retirement system; or (B) $18. The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority to adopt. Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 27, 2022. TRD-202202400 Cynthia C. Hamilton General Counsel Employees Retirement System of Texas Ear
	(A) The amount that the member contributed for the first full month of membership service that is after the member's date of release from active military duty and that is credited in the retirement system; or (B) $18. The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority to adopt. Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 27, 2022. TRD-202202400 Cynthia C. Hamilton General Counsel Employees Retirement System of Texas Ear

	(4) the proposed amendment will not require an increase or de-crease in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed amendment will not create a new rule or regu-lation; (6) the proposed amendment will not expand, limit, or repeal an existing rule or regulation; (7) the proposed amendments will not increase or decrease the number of individuals subject to the rule's applicability; and (8) the proposed amendment will not positively or adversely af-fect the state's economy. Ms. Robin Hardaway, Director of Custom
	(4) the proposed amendment will not require an increase or de-crease in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed amendment will not create a new rule or regu-lation; (6) the proposed amendment will not expand, limit, or repeal an existing rule or regulation; (7) the proposed amendments will not increase or decrease the number of individuals subject to the rule's applicability; and (8) the proposed amendment will not positively or adversely af-fect the state's economy. Ms. Robin Hardaway, Director of Custom
	(4) the proposed amendment will not require an increase or de-crease in fees paid to the agency; (5) the proposed amendment will not create a new rule or regu-lation; (6) the proposed amendment will not expand, limit, or repeal an existing rule or regulation; (7) the proposed amendments will not increase or decrease the number of individuals subject to the rule's applicability; and (8) the proposed amendment will not positively or adversely af-fect the state's economy. Ms. Robin Hardaway, Director of Custom
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	(D) the surviving spouse, if any, of the decedent is not receiving and is not eligible to receive social security benefits; and (2) an itemized statement of funeral expenses incurred, if the application includes a claim for payment of funeral expenses. (b) Except as provided in subsections (c) and (d) [subsection (c)] of this section, an annuity payable to a surviving spouse who is eli-gible for benefits under Tex. Gov't Code [Texas Government Code,] Chapter 615, Subchapter F, shall be computed as provided 
	(D) the surviving spouse, if any, of the decedent is not receiving and is not eligible to receive social security benefits; and (2) an itemized statement of funeral expenses incurred, if the application includes a claim for payment of funeral expenses. (b) Except as provided in subsections (c) and (d) [subsection (c)] of this section, an annuity payable to a surviving spouse who is eli-gible for benefits under Tex. Gov't Code [Texas Government Code,] Chapter 615, Subchapter F, shall be computed as provided 
	(D) the surviving spouse, if any, of the decedent is not receiving and is not eligible to receive social security benefits; and (2) an itemized statement of funeral expenses incurred, if the application includes a claim for payment of funeral expenses. (b) Except as provided in subsections (c) and (d) [subsection (c)] of this section, an annuity payable to a surviving spouse who is eli-gible for benefits under Tex. Gov't Code [Texas Government Code,] Chapter 615, Subchapter F, shall be computed as provided 
	(D) the surviving spouse, if any, of the decedent is not receiving and is not eligible to receive social security benefits; and (2) an itemized statement of funeral expenses incurred, if the application includes a claim for payment of funeral expenses. (b) Except as provided in subsections (c) and (d) [subsection (c)] of this section, an annuity payable to a surviving spouse who is eli-gible for benefits under Tex. Gov't Code [Texas Government Code,] Chapter 615, Subchapter F, shall be computed as provided 
	(D) the surviving spouse, if any, of the decedent is not receiving and is not eligible to receive social security benefits; and (2) an itemized statement of funeral expenses incurred, if the application includes a claim for payment of funeral expenses. (b) Except as provided in subsections (c) and (d) [subsection (c)] of this section, an annuity payable to a surviving spouse who is eli-gible for benefits under Tex. Gov't Code [Texas Government Code,] Chapter 615, Subchapter F, shall be computed as provided 


	The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority to adopt. Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 27, 2022. TRD-202202397 Cynthia C. Hamilton General Counsel Employees Retirement System of Texas Earliest possible date of adoption: August 7, 2022 For further information, please call: (512) 867-7288 ♦ ♦ ♦ CHAPTER 76. CASH BALANCE BENEFIT 34 TAC §§76.1 -76.12 The Employees Retirement System of Texas (ERS) proposes a

	GOVERNMENT GROWTH IMPACT STATEMENT ERS has determined that during the first five-year period the amended rules will be in effect: (1) the proposed amendments will not create or eliminate a gov-ernment program; (2) implementation of the proposed amendments will not require the creation of new employee positions or eliminate existing em-ployee positions; (3) implementation of the proposed amendments will not require an increase or decrease in future legislative appropriations to the agency; (4) the proposed a
	GOVERNMENT GROWTH IMPACT STATEMENT ERS has determined that during the first five-year period the amended rules will be in effect: (1) the proposed amendments will not create or eliminate a gov-ernment program; (2) implementation of the proposed amendments will not require the creation of new employee positions or eliminate existing em-ployee positions; (3) implementation of the proposed amendments will not require an increase or decrease in future legislative appropriations to the agency; (4) the proposed a
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	§76.1. Definitions. For purposes of this chapter: (1) "Cash balance benefit" means the retirement benefit es-tablished by Tex. Gov't Code Chapter 820. (2) "Annuitant" means an individual who is receiving a cash balance annuity established by Tex. Gov't Code Chapter 820, including, but not limited to, a retiree, a beneficiary under §76.6 of this chapter, and an alternate payee under a Qualified Domestic Relations Order. §76.2. Custodial Officer Service. To be creditable as custodial officer service, service 
	§76.1. Definitions. For purposes of this chapter: (1) "Cash balance benefit" means the retirement benefit es-tablished by Tex. Gov't Code Chapter 820. (2) "Annuitant" means an individual who is receiving a cash balance annuity established by Tex. Gov't Code Chapter 820, including, but not limited to, a retiree, a beneficiary under §76.6 of this chapter, and an alternate payee under a Qualified Domestic Relations Order. §76.2. Custodial Officer Service. To be creditable as custodial officer service, service 



	(3) if the retiree dies before 60 monthly annuity payments have been made, the remainder of the 60 payments are payable to one or more beneficiaries or, if one does not exist, to the retiree's estate; (4) if the retiree dies before 120 monthly annuity payments have been made, the remainder of the 120 payments are payable to one or more beneficiaries or, if one does not exist, to the retiree's estate; or (5) after the retiree's death, three-fourths of the reduced an-nuity is payable throughout the life of th
	(3) if the retiree dies before 60 monthly annuity payments have been made, the remainder of the 60 payments are payable to one or more beneficiaries or, if one does not exist, to the retiree's estate; (4) if the retiree dies before 120 monthly annuity payments have been made, the remainder of the 120 payments are payable to one or more beneficiaries or, if one does not exist, to the retiree's estate; or (5) after the retiree's death, three-fourths of the reduced an-nuity is payable throughout the life of th
	(3) if the retiree dies before 60 monthly annuity payments have been made, the remainder of the 60 payments are payable to one or more beneficiaries or, if one does not exist, to the retiree's estate; (4) if the retiree dies before 120 monthly annuity payments have been made, the remainder of the 120 payments are payable to one or more beneficiaries or, if one does not exist, to the retiree's estate; or (5) after the retiree's death, three-fourths of the reduced an-nuity is payable throughout the life of th
	(3) if the retiree dies before 60 monthly annuity payments have been made, the remainder of the 60 payments are payable to one or more beneficiaries or, if one does not exist, to the retiree's estate; (4) if the retiree dies before 120 monthly annuity payments have been made, the remainder of the 120 payments are payable to one or more beneficiaries or, if one does not exist, to the retiree's estate; or (5) after the retiree's death, three-fourths of the reduced an-nuity is payable throughout the life of th
	(3) if the retiree dies before 60 monthly annuity payments have been made, the remainder of the 60 payments are payable to one or more beneficiaries or, if one does not exist, to the retiree's estate; (4) if the retiree dies before 120 monthly annuity payments have been made, the remainder of the 120 payments are payable to one or more beneficiaries or, if one does not exist, to the retiree's estate; or (5) after the retiree's death, three-fourths of the reduced an-nuity is payable throughout the life of th
	(3) if the retiree dies before 60 monthly annuity payments have been made, the remainder of the 60 payments are payable to one or more beneficiaries or, if one does not exist, to the retiree's estate; (4) if the retiree dies before 120 monthly annuity payments have been made, the remainder of the 120 payments are payable to one or more beneficiaries or, if one does not exist, to the retiree's estate; or (5) after the retiree's death, three-fourths of the reduced an-nuity is payable throughout the life of th



	balance annuity under §76.6 of this chapter, together with a partial lump-sum distribution. (b) The amount of the lump-sum distribution under this sec-tion may not exceed the sum of 36 months of a standard cash balance annuity computed without regard to this section. (c) The cash balance annuity selected by the member shall be actuarially reduced to reflect the lump-sum option selected by the mem-ber and shall be actuarially equivalent to a standard or optional cash bal-ance annuity, as applicable, without 
	balance annuity under §76.6 of this chapter, together with a partial lump-sum distribution. (b) The amount of the lump-sum distribution under this sec-tion may not exceed the sum of 36 months of a standard cash balance annuity computed without regard to this section. (c) The cash balance annuity selected by the member shall be actuarially reduced to reflect the lump-sum option selected by the mem-ber and shall be actuarially equivalent to a standard or optional cash bal-ance annuity, as applicable, without 
	balance annuity under §76.6 of this chapter, together with a partial lump-sum distribution. (b) The amount of the lump-sum distribution under this sec-tion may not exceed the sum of 36 months of a standard cash balance annuity computed without regard to this section. (c) The cash balance annuity selected by the member shall be actuarially reduced to reflect the lump-sum option selected by the mem-ber and shall be actuarially equivalent to a standard or optional cash bal-ance annuity, as applicable, without 



	(c) A person may not receive gain sharing interest as both a cash balance group member and a cash balance annuitant during the same fiscal year. (d) The gain sharing interest rate shall be applied no earlier than December 1. §76.11. Return of Excess Contributions. (a) Except as provided by subsection (c) of this section, when a person who receives a cash balance or disability retirement annuity dies, a lump-sum death benefit is payable from the retirement annuity reserve account in the amount, if any, by wh
	(c) A person may not receive gain sharing interest as both a cash balance group member and a cash balance annuitant during the same fiscal year. (d) The gain sharing interest rate shall be applied no earlier than December 1. §76.11. Return of Excess Contributions. (a) Except as provided by subsection (c) of this section, when a person who receives a cash balance or disability retirement annuity dies, a lump-sum death benefit is payable from the retirement annuity reserve account in the amount, if any, by wh
	(c) A person may not receive gain sharing interest as both a cash balance group member and a cash balance annuitant during the same fiscal year. (d) The gain sharing interest rate shall be applied no earlier than December 1. §76.11. Return of Excess Contributions. (a) Except as provided by subsection (c) of this section, when a person who receives a cash balance or disability retirement annuity dies, a lump-sum death benefit is payable from the retirement annuity reserve account in the amount, if any, by wh
	(c) A person may not receive gain sharing interest as both a cash balance group member and a cash balance annuitant during the same fiscal year. (d) The gain sharing interest rate shall be applied no earlier than December 1. §76.11. Return of Excess Contributions. (a) Except as provided by subsection (c) of this section, when a person who receives a cash balance or disability retirement annuity dies, a lump-sum death benefit is payable from the retirement annuity reserve account in the amount, if any, by wh



	(2) May claim service credit for military service not previ-ously established by paying a contribution for each month of service credit in an amount equal to the greater of: (A) The amount that the member contributed for the first full month of membership service that is after the member's date of release from active military duty and that is credited in the retirement system; or (B) $18. The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal au
	(2) May claim service credit for military service not previ-ously established by paying a contribution for each month of service credit in an amount equal to the greater of: (A) The amount that the member contributed for the first full month of membership service that is after the member's date of release from active military duty and that is credited in the retirement system; or (B) $18. The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal au
	(2) May claim service credit for military service not previ-ously established by paying a contribution for each month of service credit in an amount equal to the greater of: (A) The amount that the member contributed for the first full month of membership service that is after the member's date of release from active military duty and that is credited in the retirement system; or (B) $18. The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal au
	(2) May claim service credit for military service not previ-ously established by paying a contribution for each month of service credit in an amount equal to the greater of: (A) The amount that the member contributed for the first full month of membership service that is after the member's date of release from active military duty and that is credited in the retirement system; or (B) $18. The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal au





	(PHI) in Research; §4.761, concerning Investigation of Allega-tions of Misconduct in Science; §4.762, concerning Responsibili-ties of the Office of Research Administration (ORA); §4.763, con-cerning Exhibits; §4.764, concerning References; and §4.765, concerning Distribution. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE The purpose of the proposal is to reflect the transition of pro-grams from DADS to HHSC by repealing rules in Texas Admin-istrative Code (TAC) Title 40, Part 1, Chapter 4, Subchapter P and simultaneously proposin
	(PHI) in Research; §4.761, concerning Investigation of Allega-tions of Misconduct in Science; §4.762, concerning Responsibili-ties of the Office of Research Administration (ORA); §4.763, con-cerning Exhibits; §4.764, concerning References; and §4.765, concerning Distribution. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE The purpose of the proposal is to reflect the transition of pro-grams from DADS to HHSC by repealing rules in Texas Admin-istrative Code (TAC) Title 40, Part 1, Chapter 4, Subchapter P and simultaneously proposin
	(PHI) in Research; §4.761, concerning Investigation of Allega-tions of Misconduct in Science; §4.762, concerning Responsibili-ties of the Office of Research Administration (ORA); §4.763, con-cerning Exhibits; §4.764, concerning References; and §4.765, concerning Distribution. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE The purpose of the proposal is to reflect the transition of pro-grams from DADS to HHSC by repealing rules in Texas Admin-istrative Code (TAC) Title 40, Part 1, Chapter 4, Subchapter P and simultaneously proposin
	(PHI) in Research; §4.761, concerning Investigation of Allega-tions of Misconduct in Science; §4.762, concerning Responsibili-ties of the Office of Research Administration (ORA); §4.763, con-cerning Exhibits; §4.764, concerning References; and §4.765, concerning Distribution. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE The purpose of the proposal is to reflect the transition of pro-grams from DADS to HHSC by repealing rules in Texas Admin-istrative Code (TAC) Title 40, Part 1, Chapter 4, Subchapter P and simultaneously proposin
	(PHI) in Research; §4.761, concerning Investigation of Allega-tions of Misconduct in Science; §4.762, concerning Responsibili-ties of the Office of Research Administration (ORA); §4.763, con-cerning Exhibits; §4.764, concerning References; and §4.765, concerning Distribution. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE The purpose of the proposal is to reflect the transition of pro-grams from DADS to HHSC by repealing rules in Texas Admin-istrative Code (TAC) Title 40, Part 1, Chapter 4, Subchapter P and simultaneously proposin
	Kristy Almager, Associate Commissioner of State Hospitals, has determined that for each year of the first five years the repeals are in effect, the public will benefit from the elimination of rules that refer to an agency that no longer exists. Trey Wood has also determined that for the first five years the repeals are in effect, there are no anticipated economic costs to persons who are required to comply with the proposed re-peals because there are no requirements to alter current busi-ness practices and 
	Kristy Almager, Associate Commissioner of State Hospitals, has determined that for each year of the first five years the repeals are in effect, the public will benefit from the elimination of rules that refer to an agency that no longer exists. Trey Wood has also determined that for the first five years the repeals are in effect, there are no anticipated economic costs to persons who are required to comply with the proposed re-peals because there are no requirements to alter current busi-ness practices and 
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	§4.765. Distribution. The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the pro-posal and found it to be within the state agency's legal authority to adopt. Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on June 20, 2022. TRD-202202299 Karen Ray Chief Counsel Department of Aging and Disability Services Earliest possible date of adoption: August 7, 2022 For further information, please call: (512) 438-3049 ♦ ♦ ♦ TITLE 43. TRANSPORTATION PART 1. TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION CHAPTER 15. FINANCING AND 



	Stephen Stewart, Chief Financial Officer, has determined, in ac-cordance with Government Code, §2001.024(a)(4), that for each of the first five years in which the proposed rules are in effect, there will be no fiscal implications for state or local governments as a result of enforcing or administering the rules. LOCAL EMPLOYMENT IMPACT STATEMENT Mr. Benjamin H. Asher, Director Project Finance, Debt and Strategic Contracts Division, has determined that there will be no significant impact on local economies o
	Stephen Stewart, Chief Financial Officer, has determined, in ac-cordance with Government Code, §2001.024(a)(4), that for each of the first five years in which the proposed rules are in effect, there will be no fiscal implications for state or local governments as a result of enforcing or administering the rules. LOCAL EMPLOYMENT IMPACT STATEMENT Mr. Benjamin H. Asher, Director Project Finance, Debt and Strategic Contracts Division, has determined that there will be no significant impact on local economies o
	Stephen Stewart, Chief Financial Officer, has determined, in ac-cordance with Government Code, §2001.024(a)(4), that for each of the first five years in which the proposed rules are in effect, there will be no fiscal implications for state or local governments as a result of enforcing or administering the rules. LOCAL EMPLOYMENT IMPACT STATEMENT Mr. Benjamin H. Asher, Director Project Finance, Debt and Strategic Contracts Division, has determined that there will be no significant impact on local economies o
	Stephen Stewart, Chief Financial Officer, has determined, in ac-cordance with Government Code, §2001.024(a)(4), that for each of the first five years in which the proposed rules are in effect, there will be no fiscal implications for state or local governments as a result of enforcing or administering the rules. LOCAL EMPLOYMENT IMPACT STATEMENT Mr. Benjamin H. Asher, Director Project Finance, Debt and Strategic Contracts Division, has determined that there will be no significant impact on local economies o

	A public hearing has not been scheduled for this rulemaking. A request for a public hearing on these rules may be submitted to Special Projects Coordinator, General Counsel Division, Texas Department of Transportation, 125 East 11th Street, Austin, Texas 78701-2483 or to RuleComments@txdot.gov with the subject line "Rules public hearing request." The deadline for receipt of such a request is 5:00 p.m. on July 18, 2022. SUBMITTAL OF COMMENTS Written comments on amendments to §15.252 and new §15.262 may be su
	A public hearing has not been scheduled for this rulemaking. A request for a public hearing on these rules may be submitted to Special Projects Coordinator, General Counsel Division, Texas Department of Transportation, 125 East 11th Street, Austin, Texas 78701-2483 or to RuleComments@txdot.gov with the subject line "Rules public hearing request." The deadline for receipt of such a request is 5:00 p.m. on July 18, 2022. SUBMITTAL OF COMMENTS Written comments on amendments to §15.252 and new §15.262 may be su
	A public hearing has not been scheduled for this rulemaking. A request for a public hearing on these rules may be submitted to Special Projects Coordinator, General Counsel Division, Texas Department of Transportation, 125 East 11th Street, Austin, Texas 78701-2483 or to RuleComments@txdot.gov with the subject line "Rules public hearing request." The deadline for receipt of such a request is 5:00 p.m. on July 18, 2022. SUBMITTAL OF COMMENTS Written comments on amendments to §15.252 and new §15.262 may be su
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	for providing revenue or security for the local share of qualified project costs [authorized to finance a project for a navigation district]. [(b) In this section, "navigation district" has the meaning as-signed by Transportation Code, §56.001.] §15.262. Agreements. (a) Form of agreement. An agreement evidencing a loan may be in the form of: (1) a contract or similar document; (2) a bond, note, or other obligation issued by the applicant; or (3) a loan structure similar to a line of credit. (b) Negotiation 
	for providing revenue or security for the local share of qualified project costs [authorized to finance a project for a navigation district]. [(b) In this section, "navigation district" has the meaning as-signed by Transportation Code, §56.001.] §15.262. Agreements. (a) Form of agreement. An agreement evidencing a loan may be in the form of: (1) a contract or similar document; (2) a bond, note, or other obligation issued by the applicant; or (3) a loan structure similar to a line of credit. (b) Negotiation 
	for providing revenue or security for the local share of qualified project costs [authorized to finance a project for a navigation district]. [(b) In this section, "navigation district" has the meaning as-signed by Transportation Code, §56.001.] §15.262. Agreements. (a) Form of agreement. An agreement evidencing a loan may be in the form of: (1) a contract or similar document; (2) a bond, note, or other obligation issued by the applicant; or (3) a loan structure similar to a line of credit. (b) Negotiation 












